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ABSTRACT 

This research report investigates whether a need exists for realistic maintenance 

budgets that are aligned with market reality, providing the business with a competitive 

advantage. To achieve this, a theoretical model has been developed to define the need 

for and the substance of a realistic maintenance budget. 

Subsequently, this issue was investigated in the South African coal mining sector, as 

this sector is positioned in such a manner that the implementation and use of such a 

model can and should have a major impact on business competitiveness. The 

investigation took the form of data collection through means of an e-mailed 

questionnaire. 

The data collected by means of the questionnaires were presented as findings, which 

also highlighted some important issues. These issues are discussed individually. 

The research report concludes that a need for having a realistic maintenance budget 

that is aligned with market reality, giving the business a competitive advantage, does 

exist within the South African coal mining sector. 

Finally, the integrated theoretical budgeting model, which was developed to assist the 

maintenance practitioner in compiling a realistic maintenance budget, which is aligned 

with the current market reality, will give any colliery (and for that matter any business) a 

competitive advantage when applied. 

The research report ends with a proposed list of possible research opportunities that 

can be conducted as follow up studies to the research presented in this research report. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

ABEgroup - is the Consortium for Advanced Manufacturing-International, Cost 

Management Systems, Activity-Based Planning and Budgeting Group (Hansen et al, 

2003:98). 

Activity consumption a t e  - is the quantity of each activity that is required to produce 

one unit of demand (Hansen et al, 2003:99). 

Asset management - completely aligns plant resources to achieve the business goals 

of the organisation at the lowest cost (Peterson, 2000:l). 

Breakdown maintenance - means fixing an item when it is found to be failing or when 

it has failed (Moubray, 1997:171). 

Budget - A detailed plan for the acquisition and use of financial and other resources 

over a specified time period (Garrison & Noreen, 2000:406). 

Condition-based maintenance - are corrective or consequence-avoiding actionsltasks 

based on an assessment of the condition of an item (Moubray, 1997:145). 

Decislon packages - are discrete activities, functions, operations, or programs to be 

operated in the next fiscal year(@ (Pyhrr, 1973:6). 

Decision unit - is a cost or budget centre for which decision packages are to be 

developed and analysed (Pyhrr, 1973:6). 

Financial balance - equates the required rate of return with the demanded rate of 

return (Hansen et al, 2003:99). 

Fixed-timeto maintenance ( F m )  - is work organised and conducted with 

forethought, and is frequently called scheduled maintenance (Edwards et al, 2000:428). 



Just in time (JIT) - is a 'uniquely Japanese" principle used to describe a manufacturing 

or other process in which materials arrive as close as possible to the time required 

(Masaaki, 1997:2). 

Net present value (NPV) - discounts all cash flows to the present at the project's cost 

of capital and then sums those cash flows (Barringer, 20041). 

Operational balance - equates the required quantities with the demanded quantities 

(Hansen etal, 2003:99). 

Operationally optimum condition - refers to the required condition of the 

equipmenffmachinery to perform at the design intended productivity and maintenance 

and operational cost levels (Wireman, 1998:5). 

Opportunity maintenance - are those unscheduled tasks that are performed in the 

non-use or off time of equipmentlmachinery and to make use of the "window of 

opportunity" without influencing the productivity of the equipmenffmachinery (Defined by 

the author of this research report). 

Resource consumption rate - is the quantity of each resource that is required to 

perform one instance of each activity (Hansen etal, 2003:99). 

Return on invested capital (ROIC) - is the ratio of net operating profit after taxes and 

amortisation (NOPATA) to total operating capital (Brigham & Ehrhardt, 2002:48). 

Return on investment (ROO - is the net operating income divided by average 

operating assets. It also equals margin multiplied by turnover (Garrison & Noreen. 

2000:579). 

Scheduled maintenance - are those tasks undertaken before a failure occurs in order 

to prevent the item from getting into a failed state (Moubray, 1997:145). 

Total cost of ownership - considers costs most relevant to the acquisition, 

possession, use, maintain and subsequent disposition of a good or service, i.e. typically 
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the "cradle to grave" concept of a good or service (Ellram and Siferd, 1998:56). 

Traditional planning and budgeting - is a periodic top-down process by which 

organisations tend to define their future operational expenditures and forecasted 

incomes (Neely et a/, 2001:6). 

Zero-based budget - is a method of budgeting in which managers are required to 

justify all costs as if the programs involved were being proposed for the first time 

(Garrison & Noreen, 2000:407). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

In today's rapid changing environment, the race to succeed is on, and highly 

competitive businesses thrive on change. The speed with which businesses adapt to 

change is a necessity and not a matter of choice anymore. Highly competitive 

businesses actually take the lead in setting the pace for change. It is thus imperative for 

a business to ensure aligned commitment of all its resources and their functions within 

the business. Each function should formulate strategies to ensure it adds value, through 

increased profits, to the bottom-line and that it assists the business to sustain its 

competitiveness. 

The globalisation of the South African economy, especially since its re-admission into 

the international arena in 1994, brought about new challenges and pressures for 

organisational leadership. Within the South African coal mining industry, mines were 

used to compete only on the internal markets, but since 1994 South African coalmines 

had to start competing with international coalmines. Internal benchmarking was not 

good enough anymore and 'world-class" benchmarking became the new focus, allowing 

the South African collieries to compete with world-class collieries. 

Currently, South African coal mines (collieries) are highly mechanised, and based on 

experience the maintenance function of a colliery is also the function that controls about 

two thirds of the direct mining costs. Downturns in the economy inevitably result in 

financial scrutiny and budget cuts in every department. Maintenance engineering is no 

exception and is thus a very attractive first option for cost cuts. Maintenance labour 

cuts, stretched preventative maintenance cycles, and delayed equipment upgrades may 

reduce operating costs in the short term, but they can all have disastrous long-term 

consequences on production because when maintenance work is cancelled, machinery 

and equipment reliability is negatively influenced. Only certain maintenance work can be 

postponed on the short term, but never cancelled. It is thus imperative for the 

maintenance function to formulate a strategy to optimise the total maintenance 
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expenditure of the business. This maintenance strategy, expressed in financial terms, is 

called the maintenance budget. 

The annual budgeting process is usually tedious and very time consuming if done 

correctly. Unfortunately, experience has shown that it's also a process that is not always 

followed through by all supervisors, engineers and managers with the necessary 

dedication it deserves, resulting in unrealistic budgets that are seldom achieved. The 

deviations could be one of a variety ranging from being well under spent to being well 

overspent. Reasons for the deviations could also vary from valid ones to invalid ones. 

It therefore makes sense that a company implements a budgeting process that would 

enable them to produce realistic maintenance budgets that will give the company a 

competitive advantage. Subsequently the question should be asked, 'HOW?' 

This research report investigates whether a need exists for realistic maintenance 

budgets that are aligned with market reality, providing the business with a competitive 

advantage. To achieve this, a theoretical model has been developed to define the need 

for and the substance of a realistic maintenance budget. This model also forms the 

basis for exploring the reasons why maintenance budgets are seen to be unrealistic. 

Measurements for this study are questionnaire responses from maintenance 

practitioners of coalmines within the South African coal mining sector. This sector was 

chosen because of the highly mechanised nature of collieries and the impact the South 

African maintenance practitioner may have on a colliery's unit cost of production within 

the South African market. 

In this report the objective of the research is stated, the real issue is further defined in 

greater detail, and an academic and practitioner literature review on the different 

budgeting approaches is conducted and integrated into a theoretical model. This model 

is designed to assist the maintenance practitioner to develop a realistic maintenance 

budget, which will give the business a competitive advantage. A discussion regarding 

the research parameters, sampling method, and questionnaire development will follow 

thereafter. Then the research results are discussed from which conclusions and 

recommendations follow. Finally, areas for future research are proposed. 



1.2 Objective statement 

The purpose of this research report is twofold: firstly, to provide a theoretical model 

which will assist the maintenance practitioner in compiling a realistic maintenance 

budget which is aligned with the current market reality, giving the business a 

competitive advantage; and secondly, to determine whether a need exists for having a 

realistic maintenance budget that is aligned with market reality, giving the business a 

competitive advantage. 

Based on experience and personal observation, the compilation of the annual 

maintenance budget is usually a very time consuming and stressful period in the life of 

maintenance practitioners. This is due to them being sent backwards and forwards by 

their departmental managers, having to cut out perceived 'fat" from their budgets so that 

it becomes more 'realistic" and aligned with the company's strategic objectives. This 

perception that maintenance practitioners build 'fat" into their budgets comes from 

basing budgets on gut feel and "thumb sucking" and not having a scientific tool to help 

them budget realistically. This is also the reason for the research done. Needless to say 

that this iterative budgeting process (i.e. the backwards and forwards sending of 

maintenance practitioners to cut out 'fat" from their budgets) not only wastes an 

enormous amount of time, but it also distracts the maintenance practitioners from 

focussing on their more important task, which is to ensure that machinery and 

equipment are maintained cost effectively. Normally after being sent backwards and 

forwards for a couple of times, the maintenance practitioner gets discouraged to such 

an extent that helshe rushes just to complete the maintenance budget and to get their 

managers 'off their backs". This results in the inclusion of severe oversights into the 

maintenance budget. This is the very reason why many companies experience 

maintenance cost 'surprises" during the budgeted financial year which do not equate to 

the prevailing market reality, forcing them to become uncompetitive. 

In the next section, the real issue to be researched will be defined in more detail. 



1.3 Defining the real issue to be reseamhed 

According to Garrison and Noreen (2000:402), in the traditional or incremental 

budgeting approach, the manager starb by using the previous year's budget as a 

baseline, adding to it (or subtracting from it) according to anticipated needs during the 

following financial year. This approach raises the concern that it could lead to drastic 

over- or understating of the maintenance budget and subsequent under- or overstating 

of planned profits of the business. Another concern of this approach is that the annual 

budgeting process is often a long and time-consuming process that is too slow and 

unresponsive for today's competitive and turbulent environment. Usually it is also 

affected by "gaming", company politics, and horse-trading tactics, all of which adds little 

value to the company's bottom line. 

These concerns give rise to the question: 'What can be done to change the perceived 

status of the budget from something based on a thumb suck to something more 

scientific, and which is aligned with market reality giving the business a competitive 

advantage?" 

In an attempt to answer this question, the following specific issues will be discussed in 

this study: 

An investigation into the different approaches to budgeting. 

Defining competitive advantage using realistic budgeting principles. 

Integrating the different budgeting approaches into a theoretical model. 

Applying the integrated budgeting model to the maintenance budget. 

Linking competitive advantage and maintenance budgeting. 

Empirical research within the South African coal mining sector. 

Results obtained from the empirical research. 

Discussion, conclusion and recommendations of results obtained. 

Future research areas. 

This research could look at all budgets, however, maintenance budgeting is very 

complex and it constitutes a significant part of the cash cost of physical asset intensive 

businesses. Thus, this research will focus on physical asset intensive businesses. It is 

also felt that limiting the investigation to maintenance budgets will set the boundaries for 
A 



a manageable piece of research. Because the maintenance budget is the most complex 

and largest cost contributor in physical asset intensive businesses, these principles 

should also be applicable to the other functional budgets of a business. 

The following chapter will deal with a comprehensive literature review of the various 

approaches to budgeting, their integration into a theoretical model, its application to the 

maintenance budget, and linking competitive advantage and maintenance budgeting. 



2. AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO MAINTENANCE BUDGETING 

2.1 An investigation into the different approaches to budgeting 

The first phase of the research involved an extensive, although not exhaustive, review 

of available literature on the subject of budgeting. This sub-section draws on this 

material to explore the current frustrations and weaknesses maintenance practitioners 

experience with traditional budgeting. In addition, other budgeting approaches that are 

perceived to be 'better" than the traditional budgeting approach, such as activity based 

budgeting (ABB), zero-base budgeting (ZBB), quality function deployment (QFD), target 

budgeting (TB), the life-cycle costing (LCC) approach, and the rolling budgeting (RB) 

approach, are also explored. 

2.1 1 The traditional budgeting approach 

According to Neely. Sutcliff and Heyns (2001:6), all the literature reviewed discussed 

the disadvantages and occasionally the benefits of the 'traditional" planning and 

budgeting process, but a few actually defined it. "Traditional" planning and budgeting is 

thus defined as the periodic process by which organisations tend to define their future 

operational expenditures and forecasted incomes. In its "traditional" sense it is a top- 

down approach whereby the corporate head office distributes the various budget 

packages (consisting of various forms to be filled in and sales and operational forecasts 

to be completed) to the divisions and operating units. Once the required data has been 

entered these completed budget packages are returned "bottom-up" to the corporate 

head office. This is an iterative process until final agreement is achieved. The final 

budget is usually presented weeks or months after the initial budget packages were 

distributed and it consists of limits to operate within as well as targets to be achieved for 

the next financial year. This iterative process between top-down and bottom-up of the 

traditional budgeting approach has the following disadvantages: 



2.1.1.1 Budgets are time-consuming to put together: - 
The planning and budgeting process in many organisations is said to take up anything 

from 20°h to 30% of management's time. (Neely et al., 2001:6). 

2.1.1.2 Budgets constrain responsiveness and are often a barrier to change: - 
Traditional approaches to budgeting act as a barrier to continuous improvement and 

success due to the continuous focus within the organisation on how to beat the budget, 

rather than on how to maximise potential. (Hansen, Otley and Van der Stede, 2003:96). 

2.1.1.3 Budgets are rarely strategically focused and often contradictory: - 
Budgets tend to be internally driven with little focus on issues required to satisfy 

customers and to generate value over the longer term. (Neely et a/., 2001:6). 

2.1.1.4 Budgets add little value, especially given the time required to prepare them: - 
More than half the time spent on the budget by the financial department is consumed to 

put a budget together while only 27% of the time is spent on analysis. (Neely et al., 

2001:7). 

2.1 .1.5 Budgets focus on cost reduction rather than value creation: - 

Neely et a/. (2001:7) found that only 27% of companies integrate strategies with tactics 

and only 22Oh have forecasts which include corrective action plans. 

2.1.1.6 Budgets strengthen vertical command-and-control: - 
Senior management usually dictate the conditions for activity within the company and 

the budgeting process provides a mechanism to ensure that the conditions are adhered 

to, thus controlling employees rather than encouraging them. (Neely et al., 2001:6). 

2.1.1.7 Budgets do not reflect the emerging network structures that organisations are 

adopting: - 

Budgets do not reflect value creation and customer service brought about by 

decentralising activities through alliances and partnerships; instead they promote 

centralised control within the confines of the individual company. (Hansen et a/., 

2003:96). 



2.1 .I .8 Budgets encourage 'gaming" and perverse behaviour: - 
Usually when incentives are linked to budget requirements, individuals tend to minimise 

the level of commitment they have to make, and maximise their personal gain during the 

process of setting budget targets. When this mentality exists within an organisation, the 

drive to continuously improve is lost. (Neely etal., 2001:6). 

2.1.1.9 Budgets are developed and updated too infrequently, usually annually: - 

Budgets typically have an annual time horizon and remain unchanged throughout the 

year, even though they are out of date at the end of the first month of the financial year. 

(Neely et a/., 2001 :6). 

2.1.1.10 Budgets are based on unsupported assumptions and guesswork: - 
Usually senior management's contribution is that of arbitrarily cutting or increasing 

budgets by certain percentages with very limited justification of the assumptions it's 

based upon. (Neely etal., 2001:6). 

2.1 .I .I 1 Budgets reinforce departmental barriers rather than encourage knowledge 

sharing: - 
Everyone strives to achieve their own budgeted targets because there is little incentive 

to co-operate and share with others to achieve synergies. (Neely et a/., 2001:6). 

2.1.1.12 Budgets make people feel undervalued: - 
Traditional budgeting prevents empowerment and the opportunity for employees to 

contribute to the achievement of strategic objectives. Employees are often treated as 

costs to be minimised, rather than assets to be developed to their full potential. (Neely 

etal., 2001:6). 

2.1.2 The activity-based budgeting approach 

Hansen et a/. (2003:98) state that the activity-based budgeting (ABB) approach focuses 

on generating a budget from an activity-based model of the organisation, as against the 

traditional product-market, responsibility centre, or departmental focus. The essence of 

the ABB-approach to budgeting is the Closed Loop Model shown in Figure 2.1. (Hansen 

et a / ,  2003:99). Unlike the traditional budgeting approach, the ABB-approach creates 
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an operationally feasible budget prior to generating the financial budget.

Stage 1, the operational loop, uses activity-basedconcepts to convert the estimated

demandfor productsand services into activity requirementsusing activity consumption

rates, and then translates activity requirements into resource requirements using

resourceconsumptionrates.

Staae 1 .The OoeratIonallooP Staae 2 . The Financial looP

Shortageore-

Adjust
Resoun:e Cost

.,"-.'

CStrategyfirst~'.'..) . . . and also clctates

Figure 2-1: Closed Loop Model of the ABB-approach
Source: Hansen at al (2003:100)

Once the activity and resource consumption rates are known, the ABB-approach works

to achieve an operational balance between the resource requirements to meet the

demand and the resources available (production capacity). Should an imbalance exist

due to the initial plan, the organisation can adjust the demand quantity, resource

capacity, resource consumption rates, or activity consumption rates. In contrast, with

traditional budgeting the budget can only be balanced by changing the demand quantity

or resources available (production capacity).

Stage 2, the financial loop, develops a financial plan based on the operationalplan.

9



Financial balance is achieved when the financial plan meets a predetermined financial 

target. Once the demands, activities, and resources are known, it determines the cost of 

resources, traces them to activities, and then to productslse~ices. Should the initial 

financial plan not balance, the ABB-approach allows adjustments of five possible 

elements to achieve the budget target: activity and resource consumption rates, 

resource capacity, resource cost, pr~d~Ct/SeNi~e demand quantity, and productke~ice 

price. Fewer possibilities are offered by the traditional budgeting approach because it 

does not collect information on activity and resource consumption rates. 

The following potential benefits of the ABB-approach are listed by the ABB-group 

(Hansen eta/. ,  2003:99): 

2.1.2.1 Avoids unnecessary financial calculations of infeasible operational plans: - 
By first balancing the operational requirements, unnecessary calculations of the 

financial effect of operationally infeasible plans are avoided. Sources of imbalance, 

inefficiencies, and bottlenecks are highlighted. 

2.1.2.2 Provides a more comprehensive set of tools for balancing capacity: - 
Explicit analysis of resource capacity and the increased visibility of resource 

consumption allow organisations to identify capacity issues and make adjustments 

earlier in the budgeting process. 

2.1.2.3 More easily communicated and understood budgeted information: - 
Managers and operational employees can more easily understand and communicate 

budgeting information in operational rather than financial terms. ABB also help 

managers understand how to perform their jobs. 

2.1.2.4 Reinforces a horizontal process view of the organisation: - 
The process model facilitates the integration of budgets with other management 

initiatives, such as performance measurement systems focused on causeeffect or lead- 

lag relationships (e.g. balanced scorecards). 

However, according to Neely et a/ (2001:lO) ABB is still a time consuming approach, 

which still result in game playing and adding limited value after its first application. It is 

thus prudent to state that due to this, when ABB is used on its own as a budgeting 
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approach, will not be conducive to competitiveness within a fast changing environment.

2.1.3 The zero-base budgeting approach

Horngren, Foster, Datar, Black and Gray (1996:492) define zero-base budgeting (ZBB)

as "budgeting from the ground up, as though the budget were being prepared for the

first time. Therefore, every proposed expenditure comes under review."

Pyhrr (1973:2) states that many managers have suggestedthat ZBB be renamed to

"zero-base planning" or "zero-base planning and budgeting" due to the process

requiringeffective planning.He further explains that planningand budgetingcontrasts

each other in the businessprocessas follows:

Planningidentifiesthe desiredoutput.

Budgetingidentifiesthe requiredinput.
Planningis moregeneralthan budgeting.

Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between planning and budgeting. (Pyhrr, 1973:3).

Planning has to do with the establishing of plans and programs, the setting of goals and

objectives, as well as the making of basic policy decisions. Budgeting, and to be more

specific, ZBB, has to do with the detailed analysis of the many functions or activities that

the business must perform to implement each program, evaluating all the alternatives

within each activity to achieve the desired end result, and the identification of the trade-

offs between goal achievement and associated costs.

Pl..AhMNG

EstabIisiing JD1s a1d
IJ'CVBIT1S

ZERO-BASE BlAJGETING

Detail identilicatia1 a1d

evaluation eM all a::tivities,

alternatives, a1d oosts to

actieve plaIS

EVALUA110N

Test bulge! against pial

Detemine trade-offs belween

goals a1d oosts

BlJ)GET /IN)
OPERATIONPlAN

Setting goals a1d objec:liv<

MaIling basic poIiOf

decisials

REVISIONS

Figure 2-2: Relationship between planning and budgeting
Source: Pyh" (1973:3)
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According to Schick and Hatry (198236) ZBB encourages participation by operating 

managers in the budgeting process. Conventional budgeting may use large numbers of 

business personnel to assist with the preparation of budget materials for someone 

else's use, but ZBB requires operating managers to prepare budgets for their own use. 

The organisation of budgeting around decision units rather than larger administrative 

units draws more managers into the process, which also does not demand analysis 

beyond normal managerial skills. 

The following major planning, analytical and decision-making processes are required to 

be engaged by managers and others of the organisation during the development and 

implementation of the ZBB model: 

2.1.3.1 Defining the organisation's mission and goals: - 
Although the organisation may already have a set of established mission and goal 

statements, it may be necessary to redefine them or create new ones if there were 

major changes in the internal and/or external environments. 

2.1.3.2 Identification of decision units and decision packages: - 
A ZBB decision unit can also be described as a cost or budget centre for which decision 

packages, i.e. discrete activities, functions, operations, or programs to be operated in 

the next fiscal year@), are to be developed and analysed. Each decision package 

usually will have three or more alternative ways of achieving the decision package 

objectives, and each alternative should contain as a minimum, goals and/or objectives, 

activities, resources, and their costs. Each decision package should also indicate how it 

contributes towards the organisaCon3s mission and goals. The basic formulation process 

of decision packages is shown in Figure 2.3. 



"Business as usual" levels
of effort Identified In

each activity for the
coming budget year

Different ways and/or levels

of effort to perform each

activity Identified and

evalual8d

Activities where there are

no logical alternatives. or

the present method and

level of operation Is
chosen

Alldecision
packages ranked
together

Orientation and

background analysis

I
I
I
I
I

~I~
I
I

Decision peckages
developed for new
activities and programs

. Preparation of
decision packages

.

Figure 2-3: Formulating decision packages
Source: Pyhrr(1973:13)

2.1.3.3 Analysis of each decision package: -
The analytical process allows the manager of the decision package,

alternatives, to assess and justify its operation. During the analytical

following typical questions should be asked:

Does the decision package support and contribute to the organisation's goals?

How would the organisation be impacted upon with the elimination of the decision

package?

Can the objectives of the decision package be achieved more effectively?

including its

process the

2.1.3.4 Ranking decision packages: -
According to Pyhrr (1973:15) the ranking process is a technique allowing management

to select the one alternative that has the greatest potential for achieving the objective(s)

of the decision package and allocating resources effectively to it by asking:

How much should be spent?

Where should it be spent?

There are various methods of ranking and managers will no doubt employ them, but the

main point is that ranking of decision packages is an important process of ZBB. The

ranking process is shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2-4: Ranking process for decision packages
Source: Pyhrr(1973:16)

Final consolidated
ranking revlll'Nedat top

Upper
consolidation level

loMr
Consolidation level

Organisation level

Where decision packages

developed (cost center)

The managers preparing the packages at organisational level first rank the decision

packages 01, 02 and 03. These managers would then submit their rankings to their next

higher level manager, the manager of decision unit C2, who would then consolidate the

28 packages (5 from 01, 8 from 02, and 15 from 03) into one overall ranking. An

iterative process of consolidation is then followed through all levels within the company.

Theoretically, one ranking of decision packages can be obtained for the entire company,

Le. decision package A, and judged by its top management.

2.1.3.5 Acceptance and allocation of resources: -

After all decision packages were reviewed and analysed, managers will determine

resource level allocation to each decision package. Managers at different levels of

responsibility in the organisation, who normally perform this review and analysis, are

often requested by executives to revise and resubmit their decision packages if it's not

aligned with the company's strategies.

2.1.3.6 Budget preparation: -

Once all the decision packages have been approved, the organisation's budget will be

prepared and submitted for final approval. Once the budget is approved, decision unit

managers will implement all approved decision packages during the next financial year.

--- --
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2.1.3.7 Monitoring and evaluation: -

The final process of ZBB is that of monitoring and evaluation. Pyhrr (1973:177)

indicates that ZBB affects all aspects of the management process. He also states that

the four basic components of the process, Le. planning, budgeting, implementation, and

control, are an integrated series of events as illustrated by Figure 2.5.

2. DYNAMIC "
1. STATIC

... Organising and
coordinating

BUDGETING IMPLEMENTATION

Staffing
Management review

and perfonnance

auditing

Directing and

motivating

I
I
I
I
I

L. Operational auditing

CHANGE

Figure 2-5: The management process
Source: Pyhn' (1973:178)

In the static environment the basic assumptions and planning guidelines remain

constant during the planning and budgeting process, which proves to be reasonably

accurate when compared with the actual situation experienced during the operating

year of the budget. During the financial year managers can readily adjust their

operations for reasonable fluctuations experienced within the external and internal

operating environments, allowing them to control programmed modifications within

allowablebudgetvariances(Pyhrr, 1973:179). However,when changes in the external

environment beyond acceptable and manageable limits occur, and/or substantial

internal operating problemsor changes in personneloccur, managementis forced to

react in a continuallychangingdynamic environment.This may force managementto

completely revise their plans and budgets, implement major changes to current

activities or establishnew programsand operations,and revise controls to match the

new operatingscenario.
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The monitoring and evaluation process of ZBB needs the following to be included in the 

overall design and implementation of decision packages: 

. Measurable performance objectives. 

. Appropriate activities supporting achievement of performance objectives. 

. Essential resource allocation supporting activities. 

Methods for conducting planned activities. 

. Objective achievement evaluation during and at the end of the activity plan. 

Reporting procedures for communicating performance to managers of the 

company. 

From the above literature review on ZBB the single most important benefit of ZBB is that 

it is an approach that avoids building on the inefficiencies and inaccuracies of previous 

years' performance because all Mure expenditures must be rejustified during each 

budgeting cycle. However, managers do experience the following problems with ZBB 

(Neely et a/, 2001 : 10): 

It is too time consuming to be repeated annually. 

. It still results in 'game" playing. 

It adds little value after its first application. 

2.1.4 Using the quality function deployment approach 

Nogueira (2003:333) states that one of the problems in budgetary planning is that there 

is a lack of structure of the process, and usually policies or strategies are determined at 

the political level, but the implementation of such policies or strategies are done at lower 

levels. Budgetary requirements done by experts suffer cuts at the political level without 

a clear understanding of the consequences. Quality function deployment (QFD) 

assesses the impact of decisions made at the various levels and it supports the 

incremental development of a budget that reduces the communication difficulties within 

the organisation. According to Nogueira (2003:334) QFD gives the support for the 

transition from "what-todo" into "how-to-do-it". 

An iterative budgetary planning process starts with a top-down waterfall approach of 

which the first two steps are done at the political level (Nogueira, 2003:334). First the 
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goals are identified where after a set of strategies is developed to achieve the goals, or 

mitigate the threats. Then at the technical level the strategies determine the set of 

forces that should be arranged and translated into activities that require a certain 

amount of assets; consequently, a preliminary budget is derived. Figure 2.6 shows this 

topdown part of the process expressed by the following conditional propositions: 

'Oak .) Stratepies .) F O ~ S  .) Activiis 
(or Threats) (Budget) 

Figure 26. Condii io~l propositions 
some: Nwueira (20033334) 

After this primary top-down phase, the direction of the process flow is inverted. The 

budget determined at the technical level flows to the upper levels where it usually gets 

cut due to economical constraints. The process iterates and finally after many 

negotiations, a definitive budget emerges and rules usually for the next five-year period. 

It is also stated by Nogueira (2003:335) that this process unfortunately has an inherent 

flaw caused by a lack of holistic vision at the technical level. There are also other 

important issues to be considered, such as: - Firstly, the method is informal and there is no way to prove that the solution is 

optimal or even correct. 

- The method relies on a great deal of negotiations and human communication, 

which could result in decisions being based on power rather than reason. 

Lastly, there is no method to estimate the impact of cutting a program or a project 

mainly because the relations stated in Figure 2.6 are not bi-directiond. 

The QFD model is an attempt to solve the problems stated above and also to put 

structure in the decision pmcess. The matrix in F i  2.8 indicates the feMh&ip 

between the 'what-to-do* with the 'Iww-to-dM, the rows containing the 'what's" (w,) 

and the cdwnns contain;ng the W s '  (4). The matrix k b u h c b d  
. .  . 

as 
imkated by Figure 2.7, i.e. if lhere is a relationship from a row to a column; there is also 

a n i n v e f s e ~ f m m t h e c o k r m t o i h e w -  



Goals W . W W Activities
(or Threats) ,.., Strategies,.., Forces,.., (Budget)

Figure 2-7: Bi-directional relationships
Source: Nogueira (2003:336)

I I I I H
Wm Lt1J==LJ

Figure 2-8: A QFD matrix
Source: Nogueira (2003:335)

According to Nogueira (2003:336) the transformation from the goals to budgets requires

three steps represented by three matrices as indicated by Figure 2.9. For each matrix

(M1, M2 and M3), the concepts used as the "what's" are the concepts stated as the

"how's" for the previous one. The first matrix relates goals to strategies. The second

matrix decomposed the strategies into forces.

G
o
A
L
S

Figure 2-9: Decomposition process using three QFDmatrices
Source: Nogueira (2003:336)
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The third matrix decomposes forces into activities that have associated budgets. The h, 

of each matrix could be complementary or even redundant. The correlation between 

different systems or alternatives is expressed by the biangular upper part of the mabix 

shown in 2.10. For example, the cg represents the correlation coefficient between 

hi and h,. By knowing the correlation between altarnatives it is possiMe to dekmine an 
appropriate mix with minimal cost. Thw, before cutting an alternative from the budget. 

the correlation coeRcient de(ermines if the ongbrd god k supporkd by the olher 

ahtmtks, and for this reason it k necessary to express the value added by each 

a l t e n r a t i v e . T ~ e a c h R l ; l $ b c e l e m e n t e o n b a i a ~ ~ e ( k d q o f & ~  

avereachw-,Thc-elkdkareal-betwaenoand 1.0, anddenotesthe 

reht iveLnpat ;ncedeedtA~aginnminF~2H)(Wqldn.~337) .Thnt  

is: 

Fgure 2-10: Malrix showing expected effects and correlation coefficients 
soume: NogueiN (am.3:337) 

By multiplying the matrices MI, MZ and M3 in Figure 2.9, a fourth matrix M4 is obtained 

that relates goals to activities directly. That is: 

M4 = Mi x Mz x M3 (3) 



Consequently M4 transforms the conditional propositions presented by Figure 2.6 into 

the bi-directional relationship supporting the material equivalence represented by Figure 

2.11. 

Goals Activities 
(or Threats) 

Figure 2-11: Fourth matrix's bidirectional relationship 
Source: Nopueira (2OO3:338) 

According to Nogueira (2003:339) this model gives rationality to the budgetary process 

providing quantitative evidence of the consequences of each decision resulting in an 

improved negotiation process. The use of correlation coefficients make it possible to 

find a way to mitigate the negative effect of budget cuts by choosing a better mix of 

complementary activities. 

From the above literature review on QFD the following benefits are noted: 

It provides a formal structure to the budgetary planning process. 

It reduces the communication difficulties at the various management levels within 

the company through an improved process of decisionmaking. 

It reduces difficulties in estimating future changes in the environment. 

It allows having a method to estimate the impact of cutting a program or a polect 

from the proposed budget. 

However, the disadvantage discovered of the QFD process is that it is a very elaborate 

process, which when used on its own, is not conducive to competitiveness within a fast 

changing enviromnent 

2.1.5 The target budgeting approach 

Lewis (1988:15) states that an element missing from most enbprk? mmgmmt 

systems (EMS) is a method by which chief executives can influence the content and 

size of business lnit budgetspt iorbpeparabjonddetai ted~.  Itkaw&eof 



estimates that add up to an unacceptable total or are based on policies that executives 

will not approve. There is thus a need for a top-down as well as a bottom-up budgeting 

approach. Alternative budgets, sometimes called "target budgeting" (TB) are a popular 

method of meeting this need. Therefore according to Lewis (1988:15) TB is a workable 

and useful supplement to, but not a substitute for 'traditional budgeting". 

Several weeks prior to preparation of detailed estimates, business units are required to 

submit broad-brush skeleton estimates for the coming financial year. This submission is 

analysed and discussed with each business unit concerned. Issues requiring further 

study or that require advance policy guidance from the chief executive are identified. 

Tentative budget targets are set for all business units based on this preliminary review. 

These targets add to a company-wide total acceptable to the chid executive. Business 

units are then requested to prepare detailed 'A" budgets which do not exceed the 

assigned targets. Business units are also permitted to submit 'B" budgets that contain 

items they would like to have but cannot squeeze into the 'A" budget 'C" and 'D" 

budgets may also be prepared if more priority i n d i i o n s  are wanted. 

According to Lewis (198836) the TB approach has the following advantages: 

The chief executive prior to preparation of detailed pmposak estaMishes targets 

after taking into account changes in price levels, workloads, legislation, executive 

policy and other factors that impact the budgetary scene. 

It has a priority setting feature in that business units are required to formulate a 

budget within the constraints of a target figure set by Mher  authority. In this 

m a w  the TB approach focuses attention on incremental analysis at the margins, 

which S c h i  and Hatry (1982:86) deem to be the heart of ZBB. 

It contains a process of advance policy guidance to the business units. Thus, a 

business unit might be instructed to make provision in the budget for st- a 

new research program, constructing new infrastructure, or phasing out a program. 

TB can be used by all business units and at Mtiws tevels of hkmchy. Bdh miuu 

and macro issues can be handled. 



the maintenance management information system (MMIS), evaluation of the LCC, and 

conducting sensitivity analysis to identify maintenance cost drivers. 

Barringer (1998:3) states that in general, cost details for the acquisition tree shown in 

Figure 2.13 are usually identified and collected correctly, however the collection of costs 

for the sustaining tree shown in Figure 2.14 is the major problem! 

Sustaining pikq 
Figure 2-12: LCC = Acquisition + Sustaining costs with time considerations 

source: Barrlngw ( f S W 3 )  
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Figure 2-13: Acquisition cost trea 
source: B.ningw (fS9&4) 
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Figure 2-14: Sustaining cost tm 
source: Bawincw (1088:4) 

According to Barringer (1998:4) the cost of sustaininglmaintaining equipment is, in 

general, 2 to 20 times the initial cost of acquiring an asset. This cost is usually the 

smallest amount that will be spent during the life of the asset. The four most difficult 

items in the sustaining tree to be collected are: (i) replacementlrenewal costs, (ii) 

replacementlrenewal transportation costs, (iii) supporVsupply maintenance costs, and 

(iv) operating costs - particularly electrical costs because of varying loads on the 

equipment. 

Most capital equipment authorisations ignore major parts of the sustaining cost tree 

because they lack funds for sustaininglmaintaining the asset, and are usually based on 

some "justifications". Failure costs that are included appear as a percentage of the initial 

costs and are spread evenly over every year of the typical 20-year life of an asset. 

A complication arises in the sustaining tree that is driven by planned costs in the 

acquisition tree. Approximately 65 - 75% of the total LCC is set when the equipment is 

specified, and most decisions are based on the acquisition tree which is the smallest 

portion of the LCC (Baninger, 1998:5)! Figure 2.15 shows the LCC process for including 

appropriate costs. 
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Figum 2-15: Process flow for LCC calculations 
Source: Baninger($SoS:5) 

From the above LCC literature review the following benefits are apparent: 

. It fosters long-term considerations, typically over the life of the 

equipmentlmachinery and helps avoid myopic decisions. 

It necessitates total cost visibility by focussing on the lowest total cost of 

ownership of the equipmentlmachinery. 

It helps identify potential "high-risk" or high cost areas within the life cycle of 

equipmentlmachinery. 

It allows for better overall resource management. 

It acknowledges that operational usage also have a significant influence on the 

life-cycle costs of equipmentlmachinery. 



2.1.7 The rolling budgeting approach 

According to Myers (2001:42) many companies are recognising that the conventional 

static budget, which is produced annually near yearend and then used as a guide for 

the following year, even though it's outdated, is just not good enough anymore. Instead, 

they are turning to rolling budgets (RB) -forecasts that are updated every few months - 
in effect, reassessing the company's outlook several times a year. The result: an 

alwayscurrent financial forecast that not only reflects a business's most recent monthly 

results but also any material changes to its business forecast or the economy. 

The implementation of rolling budgets does not necessarily require any fundamental 

change in the way a company has been doing its budgets, except of course it no longer 

does budgeting just once a year. However, companies that decide to implement rolling 

budgets may want to take advantage of the decision to make changes in the way they 

approach the budgeting task. They may search for new ways to speed up the budgeting 

process and to make it more useful. 

Many accountants view traditional budgets often as useless because they are 

hopelessly outdated soon after they were approved and implemented (Myers, 2001:42). 

When a company uses a traditional static budget process and finds that it misses its 

sales targets in the first month, it typically pushes those projected sales into subsequent 

quarters, acting as if the forecast for the full year remains unchanged. 

For RB to work management must access and process information more quickly, 

because the time between budgets has been compressed. To do that, line managers 

must become more involved in the process and the company/organisation/business unit 

must embrace technology that will allow it to quickly capture and disseminate the raw 

data needed for decision making and forecasting. That often means acquiring special 

software that does the job (Myers, 2001:42). Most organisations today rely on Microsoft 

Excel spreadsheets to do their budgeting. They work, but they can be laborious, 

requiring finance managers to piece together input from all the operations managers 

throughout the organisation. In this way managers can spend a lot of time allocating 

expenses among different segments of the business, but with the help of special 



software the process will be automated, allowing managers to spend more time 

analysing the data. 

Although no budgeting technique can predict the future, this technique allows 

companies to get much closer to the ideal. The only holdback is the willingness of a 

company's managers to use the new technology tools that are now available (Myers, 

2001 :46). 

From the above literature review on RB the following benefits are evident: 

It allows a company to have an always-current financial forecast, which helps them 

to keep pace with changing circumstances. 

It does not necessarily require any fundamental change in the way a company has 

been doing its budgets. 

This technique allows companies' financial forecasting to get much closer to 

market reality. 

The implementation of special software supporting RB allows managers to spend 

more time analysing data than collecting it. 

However, according to Neely et a1 (2001:lO) the disadvantage of RB is that it can result 

in more costs to the company due to the higher frequency of putting budgets together. 

The next sub-section of this research report will define the competitive advantage that a 

companylorganisation can expect when using realistic budgeting principles. 

2.2 Defining competitive advantage using realistic budgeting 
principles 

The second phase of the research involved a review of the relevant available literature 

on the subject of competitive advantage. This sub-section makes use of this material to 

define and explore a competitive advantage gained through the use of realistic 

budgeting principles. 

According to Porter (1998:155) national prosperity is created, not inherited. It does not 



grow from a country's natural endowments, its labour pool, its interest rates, or its 

currency's value, as classical economics insists. The capacity that a nation's industry 

has to innovate and upgrade, determines the nation's competitiveness. Companies 

competing with the world's best competitors, gain advantage because of the pressures 

and challenges they experience during this struggle with the best. Many benefits 

become evident from having strong domestic rivals, aggressive home-based suppliers 

and demanding local customers. Competitive advantage is created and sustained 

through a highly localised process. 

Kotler and Armstrong (2001:270) states that a company gains an advantage over 

competitors by offering consumerslcustomers more value than what the competitor's 

can. Burgelman, Maidique and Wheelwright (2001565) also state that a company gains 

a competitive advantage over competitors through the development of distinctive 

competencies. Jehle (1999:56) points out that competitive advantage is all about 

understanding what your business needs to achieve to differentiate itself, gain market 

share, or somehow leave its competitors in the dust. 

According to Jehle (199954) a good budget is more than just a process of collecting 

and consolidating numbers, and states further that it is a map that can guide a company 

to competitive advantage. Budgets have to be flexible and revised as the business 

changes. The faster the industry that the business is in moves, the faster the company 

has to shift its priorities, the more oflen plans need to be adjusted and hence the more 

oflen the budget has to be adjusted. As the competitive landscape changes, 

organisations need to plan and re-plan quickly. Jehle (1999:55) states that fast, efficient 

budgeting, rolling forecasts, and effective management reporting and analysis are key 

to managing changing conditions or deviations from planned performance. 

Successful companies see budgeting as the cornerstone to a closed-loop system for 

management planning and control (MPC). Such a system drives a company's quest for 

competitive advantage and consists of interlinked management processes. These 

processes, as shown in Figure 2.16, are the methods by which strategic initiatives are 

turned into plans and budgets that deliver the expected results. 
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Figure 2-16: Closed-loop processes for managament planning and conbl  
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The management planning process takes key strategic initiatives and supports a top- 

down and bottom-up planning process, including goal setting, budgeting, and rolling 

forecasts. The management control process supports planning by providing 

organisational insight, communication, and focus. It includes the monitoring of planned 

performance, support for analysing alternatives, and taking corrective actions. 

An effective MPC system harnesses the best thinking and collective knowledge of all 

individuals who are most intimate with the maintenance function of the operation. 

Linking the strategic plan to the maintenance plans, making resource allocation 

decisions based on the strategic plan that are reflected in the budget and providing solid 

analysis when results deviate from the plan are all value-added benefits of an effective 

MPC system. 

Over the past few years many companies have implemented Enterprise Resource 

Planning (ERP) systems, which were designed to improve operational business 

processes such as general ledgers, order processing, procurement and inventory 

management. Modern MPC soflware applications address the processes of planning, 

budgeting, financial consolidation, reporting and analysis. These applications transform 

data from an organisation's business transaction systems or ERP systems into 

businesscritical information that can be used to make sound planning and management 



decisions on a continuous basis (Jehle, 1999:56). 

In the next sub-section of this research report the most advantageous and applicable 

parts of the abovementioned budgeting approaches will be integrated into a theoretical 

budgeting model that will give a company a competitive advantage when implemented. 

2.3 Integrating the different budgeting approaches into a theoretical 
model 

The third phase of the research involves an integration of the most advantageous and 

applicable parts of the abovementioned budgeting approaches into a theoretical model. 

This sub-section makes use of the research material to develop a proposed theoretical 

budgeting model, which will ensure that the budget will be matched with market reality, 

giving a company a competitive advantage. 

Figure 2.17 shows the model as generated by the author of this research report to 

integrate the researched material on the different budgeting approaches, i.e. rolling 

budgeting (RB), activity based budgeting (ABB), zero-base budgeting (ZBB), life cycle 

costing (LCC), quality function deployment (QFD), and target budgeting (TB), into a 

theoretical budgeting model which will reduceleliminate the current frustrations and 

weaknesses experienced with traditional budgeting approaches and it will give a 

companylorganisation a competitive advantage when implemented. A discussion on the 

functioning of the proposed model will now follow. 

2.3.1 Goals 

As with the TB and ZBB approaches, the proposed model starts off with a top-down 

approach whereby the company's executive group sets the expected performance 

targets for the company to be achieved during the next 12 to 18 months. Business units 

will revise the logics of their budgeting databases annually to confirm its alignment with 

updated strategic plans - organisational and asset management strategic plans. 



Figure 2-17: An integrated theoretical budgeting model
Source: Developed by the author of this research report

2.3.2 Strategies

The success of the maintenance function is dependant on the quality of an asset

managementstrategy as well as its implementation.Peterson (2000:1) defines asset

management as: "completely align plant resources to achieve the business goals of the

organisation at the lowest cost". The asset management strategy is a holistic approach

towards maintaining the assets of an organisation. It also includes an

equipment/machinery maintenance strategy, which addresses the maintenance

specifics of each type of equipment/machinery.
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The maintenance strategy would typically address the various maintenance activities 

that make up the maintenance "mix" the maintenance function would apply to a specific 

piece of equipment or plant or physical asset. Maintenance activities such as condition- 

based maintenance, scheduled maintenance, breakdown maintenance and opportunity 

maintenance would typically make up the maintenance "mix", but it is also dependant on 

the weighting of each activity. 

The asset management strategic plan should also be aligned with the organisational 

strategic plans, which are supporting the goals and targets set by the chief executive of 

the company. Thus, a bidirectional interdependency also exists between the setting of 

goals and the development of strategies. 

2.3.3 Forces 

Forces influencing both the strategies and the budgeting activities include exchange 

rate fluctuations, inflation rate and indices, legislation, technological innovation, 

environmental controls, health and safety issues, black economic empowerment (BEE), 

and employment equity (EE), to name but a few. These forces also have a bi-directional 

interdependency with the strategies and the budgeting activities. 

2.3.4 Activities 

Detailed budgets are based on the ZBB principles and applied to the various business 

activities of which each activity includes equipment, which is budgeted for using the 

LCC approach. These three budgeting approaches ZBB, ABB, and LCC are highly 

integrated into the annual revised budget. The integration process followed will now be 

discussed at the detail level using the following three steps: 

STEP 1: - Prepare a cost breakdown structure for each type of equipment or machinery. 

Prepare a cost breakdown structure for each equipmentlmachinery type. Table 2.1 

presents an extract from a cost breakdown structure for a typical maintenance budget at 
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one's plant. It is important to note that the list as presented in column A, should include 

all the components the equipmenffmachinery is made up of; typically one can use the 

bill of materials supplied by the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) in the parts 

manuals. The costs listed in column D should be dictated by the maintenance strategy 

to be followed and sourced from the OEM or the contracted service provider. This 

information will represent the base of the budget, and typically the zero basis. This step 

can be applied to any equipmentlmachinery, independent of its age, whether it is new 

equipmenffmachinery or whether it was in operation for some time. 

Table 2-1: Extract from a cost bmakdown structure 

Machine Number: BF 002 
Machine Type: CAT 789 

I Current Exch Rate IRISI: 6.30 I . ., 
Remain Budget Hours 1,354 

Current Current 
I E ~ Z B )  1 Life (Hours)l cost (Rand)l 

(A) (B) I (C ) I (D) 
Reawnsible Code: 1470512 I 

Steer Cylinder UH 15.000 10,575 
Steer Cylinder WH 15,000 1,020 
Hoist Cylinder UH 15,000 8.759 
Hoist Cylinder R/H 15,000 12,228 

Steering Ball Stud UH 7,500 541 
Steering Ball Stud FUH 7,500 541 

Steering Line Boring 5,000 541 
Hoist Cyl Bearing Set 7,500 541 
Hoist Cyl Line Boring 7,500 541 

Source: S m n t e i n  Stripmima (2000) 

STEP 2: - Determine the long-term maintenance plan. 

For each component listed in Table 2.1 an expected service life has to be determined. 

This process will be discussed in more detail in subsection 2.4 below. The expected life 

or norm is usually expressed in equipmenffmachine hours used, production tons 

produced or even in calendar time. Table 2.2 shows an extract of the first three years of 

a 10-year maintenance plan. Column B represents the expected life of a component, 

measured in machine hours. For a machine that has been in operation for some time, a 

"snap-shor of it's current status has to be determined. This is represented by column C, 

which reflects the current life each of the components has achieved to the date of the 



"snapshot". Depending at which point during the financial year the "snap-shot" is taken, 

the remaining budgeted machine hours for the financial year has to be determined and 

added to the current life (column C) in order to determine the starting point for the next 

financial year. This is shown in column G under the heading Period 1. The machine 

hours budgeted for this financial year (Period 1) is now added to its start life (column G), 

which will then result in the starting point for the next financial year labelled Period 2, 

shown in column K. This iterative process should be followed to develop the long-term 

(typically 5- or 10-years) maintenance plans for the maintenance function of the 

business. All the figures highlighted in red represents a maintenance activity's expected 

cost. The process described above is nothing else but the process of determining the 

life cycle cost of each component of a machine over the longer term (typically for the 

expected life of the equipmenthachinery), using the zero-base budgeting principles. 

Table 2-2: Extract ofthe first three yeam of a 10-year maintenance plan 

M i n e  Wumter: BF OM 
Macmne l y p :  CAT 7m 

Source: Syfetfonten smpmim (moo) 

STEP 3: - Divide the production process into activities, 

In order to explain the mechanism of activity based costing, a working colliery will be 

used to explain the concepts. At a colliery, each steplactivity of the coal mining process 

requires different types of equipmentlmachinery. The coal mining process in a strip- 

mine can typically be divided into four activities namely; topsoil stripping and placing, 

drilling and blasting, overburden removal, and coaling. Each of these activities will utilise 

different types of equipmenthachinery. For example bowl scraper machines will be 



used for removing the fertile topsoil layer covering the rock layer, which covers the coal 

seam. Drilling machines will be used to drill through the rock layer (overburden) to the 

top of the coal seam, in a predetermined pattern of drill holes, which will be charged 

with explosives. The overburden will be blasted into a pile of fractured rock material 

which will be removed by either a truck and shovel operation or by means of draglines. 

Lastly the exposed coal seam will once again be drilled, blasted and loaded by means 

of a truck and shovel operation. 

Therefore, for this example, once all equipmenthachinery have been budgeted for by 

using the processes explained in STEPS 1 and 2 above, all the equipmenthachinery 

have to be divided into the various activities of the coal mining process. This process is 

called activity based budgeting which enables tracking of unit cost of production per 

activity. 

Once again the activities, goals and forces all have a bidirectional interdependency 

with each other. 

2.3.5 Rolling budget (forecast) 

Rather than creating an annual financial forecast that remains static for the year, a base 

budget reflecting long-term planned maintenance activities is produced, which is 

updated on a monthly basis. A long-term (typically 10-years) maintenance plan would 

be developed due to the long-term life expectancy of capital-intensive physical assets 

used at a plant. Budget planning and analysis software is utilised to update and replace 

the monthly projected performance figures of the business with the actual performance 

figures achieved, and the budget is then rolled forward one more month, thus resulting 

in a rolling 10-year plan. This updating process is typically initiated by the maintenance 

planning function and coordinated by the accountants. 

This rolling budget, as shown by the proposed theoretical model in Figure 2.17, drives a 

target-based detail budget, which is a key financial component of the organisation's 

strategic planning process. An enterprise resource planning (ERP) software enables the 

rolling budget that is fully integrated with the setting of goals, strategies, forces, and 
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budgeting activities. The rolling budget is continuously updated as events (e.g. 

component replacements, exchange rate changes, inflation rate changes, etc.) occur. 

This timeliness and relevancy of the rolling budget will give the company a competitive 

advantage in the fast changing economic environment of today. 

Now that the content and structure of a proper general maintenance budgeting process 

has been defined, it can now be tested. Therefore, in chapter 3 of this research report 

the extent to which the maintenance practitioners of collieries within the South African 

coal mining sector apply the elements of the proposed theoretical model in current 

practice, will be tested. This sector was chosen because of the highly mechanised 

nature of collieries and the impact the South African maintenance practitioner may have 

on a colliery's unit cost of production within the South African market. 

Specific questions will be designed and included in the questionnaire for this purpose. 

The results of these questions will be discussed in chapter 5. 

In the next subsection of this research report the proposed theoretical budgeting model 

will be discussed as it is applied to the maintenance budget. 

2.4 Applying the integrated budgeting model to the maintenance 
budget 

Due to the holistic nature of asset management, the proposed theoretical budgeting 

model can be applied to the business as a whole, i.e. covering all of its functions such 

as the maintenance, financial, procurement and supply management, human relations, 

safety, health and environment functions. The fourth phase of the research therefore 

involves the application of the proposed theoretical budgeting model to the maintenance 

budgeting process, as this function can account for up to two thirds of the total cash 

cost budget for physical asset and capital-intensive operations such as coal mining. 

This subsection will deal with the budgeting activities of this model at the detail level, 

when the maintenance practitioner has to apply it to the maintenance budget to ensure 

it is realistically aligned with market reality, giving the company a competitive 

advantage. 



When judging the financial efficiency of a maintenance system, many maintenance 

practitioners adopt a simplistic (and very outdated) average hourly maintenance cost 

per machine as the sole indicator of cost performance (Edwards, Holt and Harris, 

1998:60). A more accurate maintenance cost estimation system applied to equipment 

and machinery includes an integrative approach to maintenance budgeting with ZBB, 

LCC and ABB, as is proposed by the theoretical model shown in Figure 2.17. In order to 

apply the proposed theoretical budgeting model to a maintenance budget, the following 

steps should be followed: 

STEP 1: Setting goals and objectives 

A top-down approach is followed where the maintenance executive of the company sets 

both technical and financial goals and objectives for the maintenance department, which 

should be aligned with the goals and objectives of the company. 

STEP 2: Developing a maintenance strategy 

Develop an asset management strategy that will support the goals and objectives of the 

company. Financial success of an asset management strategy can be determined 

realistically only when actual costs are compared with target "predicted" values. The 

cost to utilise equipment and machinery includes not only the more "obvious" capital 

cost of equipment and machinery ownership, but also the ongoing cost of maintenance 

and subsequent disposal. It is therefore essential to maintain equipment and machinery 

in a safe and operationally optimum condition, for which the maintenance practitioner is 

responsible. The operationally optimum condition refers to the required condition of the 

equipmenthnachinery to perform at the design intended productivity and maintenance 

and operational cost levels. As was discussed earlier in subsection 2.3.2, the 

maintenance strategy is a very important component of an asset management strategy. 

The development of the maintenance strategy is thus a critical exercise, which should 

be completed diligently because the successful execution of the maintenance budget 

will be dependant on the maintenance strategy. 



STEP 3: Prepare a cost breakdown structure 

Fixed-time-to maintenance (FTTM), frequently called scheduled maintenance (Edwards 

et al, 2000:428), forms the basis of the LCC approach. With the proposed theoretical 

budgeting model the LCC of equipment and machinery is developed from ground zero, 

i.e. supporting the ZBB principles. A cost breakdown structure has to be developed, 

which takes into account all labour requirements (man-hours per scheduled task), 

components (sub-assemblies such as motors, gearboxes, hydraulic cylinders, etc.), 

consumables (oils, grease, filters, etc.), miscellaneous maintenance materials (bolts, 

nuts, globes, lugs, etc.), and structural repairs (welding, cutting, steel, etc.). An example 

of a typical cost breakdown structure developed by the author of the research report for 

a CAT 789 rear dump truck is shown in Table 2.1. A list of all the components of each 

type of equipment and machinery gets drawn up by the maintenance-planning 

department (column A), which is then costed by the OEM or contracted service provider 

(column D). It is recommended to do such an exercise annually to verify pricing reality. 

S JEP 4: Develop expected component lives 

To develop the expected life for each component of each machine type to be budgeted 

for, is the most important step of the budgeting process, which is often underestimated 

by many maintenance practitioners (Edwards et al, 1998:60). 

Table 2.3 shows the expected lives (column B) for each of the components listed in the 

cost breakdown structure. 



Table 23: Listing expected component lives 

Machine Number: BF 002 
Machine Type: CAT 789 

I~urrent Exch Rate (RI)): 6.30 
Remain Budget Hours 1,354 

I Cylinders 
Steer Cylinder UH 14,271 
Steer Cvlinder RM I 1 14,271 

Description 

(A) 

Hoist 6ylinder UH 26,851 
Hoist Cylinder RiH 26,851 

Steering Ball Stud UH 
Steering Ball Stud RIH 7,111 

Steering Line Boring 5,000 3.50 
Hoist Cyl Bearing Set 7,500 9.20 

7,500 

source: syfahntein Sblpmhn, (ZOWl 

The process for determining the equipment and machinery component expected lives 

will now be discussed in much more detail. 

Expected 
Life (Hours) 

ponsible Code: 1470512 I 
(B) 

In order to develop the expected component lives it is assumed that the various 

historical lives achieved by these components up to the point they failed, fits the normal 

probability distribution. The normal distribution is used because of its wide use in 

business and management decision-making, which underpins the area of statistical 

inference (Wisniewski, 2002:150). Therefore, if the source data to be used does not 

comply with such requirements, the data should be cleaned up first. 

Current 
Cost (Rand 

(0) 

Normally the component failure distribution for equipment and machinery has a large 

standard deviation (widely spread-out) as depicted by the blue curve in Figure 2.18. 

This relates to ad-hoc failures with very low predictability - a typical symptom of 

"breakdown maintenance". 

The preferred situation is to have a much smaller standard deviation (compressing the 

widely spread-out curve) as depicted by the red curve in Figure 2.18, which relates to a 

much higher degree of component failure predictability. This will enable proactive 

component change outs, which can be plannedlscheduled for execution just in time 

(JIT) before failure (Masaaki, 1997:2). 
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Standard de viation

Figure 2-18:Component failure Normaldistribution
Source: Adapted from Wisniewski (2002:150)

The optimal point for replacing a component proactively is depicted by the JIT point in

Figure 2.19. The interval between inspection points 1 and 2 represents the scheduled

condition monitoring tasks as well as any other scheduled/planned activity related to a

maintenance intervention. At point 2 deterioration of the component is detected and the

inspection interval shortened as depicted between points 2 and 3, and between points 3

and 4. Point 4 represents a proactive JIT replacement of the component just before it

fails. The objective of this proactive maintenance approach is to achieve a planned vs.

unplanned downtime ratio of better than 85%:15%, which is also the benchmark for

world-class companies (Mitchell, 2002:99).

Detection

In~n I interval
interval

1 2

5
FAILURE

Time

Figure 2-19: Optimal component replacement point
Source: Adapted from IIoubray (1997:60)
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The result of planned, proactive JIT component replacements is expected to increase

component lives in general. From Figure 2.20 the shift of mean B, depicted by the red

normal distribution curve, to the right of mean A, depicted by the blue normal distribution

curve, shows this expected increase in component life. This increase creates an

opportunity gap, which should be determined and built into the maintenance budget

annually to ensure continuous life improvement of components, which should be

managed rigorously. This highlights the bi-directional interaction of the strategy with the

actual budgeting activity and how the one can be used to determine the other as

explained in section 2.3.2. For example Figure 2.20 the opportunity gap represents a

70% increase (i.e. moving the mean from 50% of the population to a mean of 85% of

the population) in component life!

Mean B

Low component
faUure predictability
curve

70% .1-15% --15%-I.
Life achieved (Tons)

Figure 2-20: Component expected life improvement
Source: Developed by the author of this research report

When component replacements are managed on a JIT principle, huge savings can be

generated. The costs associated with a failed component can vary anything from two to

five times more than that associated with a proactive component replacement

(Moubray, 1997:109). It is thus imperative to make extensive use of condition based

monitoring techniques where applicable, to realise maintenance related cost savings

through proactive component replacement management.

From Figure 2.21 the shift of mean C, depicted by the green normal distribution curve,
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to the left of mean A, depicted by the blue normal distribution curve, shows the

opportunity gap with the associated expected decrease in component

repair/replacementcosts which should be built into the maintenancebudget annually

ensuring continuous component repair/replacement cost improvement, again

highlightingthe bi-directionalinteractionas described in 2.3.2. It is also important to

note that the OEM plays a major role in repair cost reductions,e.g. the companyand

the OEM must agree to a scope of repair for each component,returning it to an "as

new" condition,which should result in the minimumrepair cost of the component,but

still within a 100%warrantycoverageby the OEM.Otherwisethe next life cycle for that

componentwill have to be handled and budgetedfor differently than the first, as the

entry condition of the equipment will have been changed. From Figure 2.21 this

opportunitygap for example is indicatinga 70% reduction(Le. moving the mean from

50%of the populationto a meanof 15%of the population)in componentrepaircosts.

Mean C

.
I
I
i

-15% -i.

Curve reflecting

low predictability of

component repair
cost

Curve reflecting

high predictabUity of
component repair
cost

70% ~I- 15%-
Component repair cost

Figure 2-21:Component expected repair/replacement cost improvement
Source: Developed by the author of this research report

Once the two actions are synchronised, Le. the proactive component replacement

management and the minimising of component repair costs, a quantum leap in

maintenance cost reduction may be achieved. This is represented in Figure 2.22.
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Mean Mean Mean
Future Cost Current Situation Future Life

Curve reflecting

high predictabUity of
cOl11!onent repair
cost

Component life/repair cost

Figure 2-22: Total expected maintenance cost reduction
Source: Developed by the author of this research report

The opportunity gap, as measured between the mean future life (depicted by the red

normal distribution curve) and the mean future cost (depicted by the green normal

distribution curve) is the result of what can be achieved with a rigorous drive to

implement the proactive maintenance principles. In addition, if this opportunity gap is

included in a proper budgeting process as part of an improvement strategy, this

improvement drive will be embedded and managed.

STEP 5: Establish the starting point for the scheduler

For the scheduling software to be effective, a "snap-shor of the component status at the

time has to be determined. This requires the recording of the current age, in an

applicable unit of measure such as machine hours, of each component and using it as

the starting point for the scheduling software to start scheduling the next component

replacements from. This is shown in column C of Table 2.4. Again the CAT 789 rear

dump truck is used as the example.

STEP 6: Scheduling component future repairs/replacements

Once the expected productiontime is fed in, Le. budget hours highlightedin blue in

Table 2.5, the schedulerwill schedulefuture componentrepairs/replacements(figures
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highlighted in red in Table 2.5), which is totalled for each financial year (period). This

then becomes the budget for the following financial year(s).

Table 2-4: Establish starting point for the scheduler

Source: Syferfontein Strip-mine (2000)

Table 2-5: Budgeted expenditure for the first period

Source: Syferfontein Strip-mine (2000)

STEP 7: Have the maintenance budget approved

Once the maintenance budget is completed it follows the bottom-up approach for

approval. This budget developed for a typical ten-year period (a ten-year period may
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Machine Number: BF 002

Machine Type: CAT 789

Current Exch Rate (R/$): 6.30
Remain Budget Hours 1,354

Description
Expected Current

Life (Hours) Life (Hours)
(A) (B) (C)

ResDonsible Code: 470512

Cylinders
Steer Cylinder UH 15,000 10,575
Steer Cylinder RIH 15,000 1,020

Hoist Cylinder UH 15,000 8,759
Hoist Cylinder RIH 15,000 12,228

Steering Ball Stud UH 7,500 541

Steering Ball Stud RIH 7,500 541

Steering Line Boring 5,000 541

Hoist Cyl Bearing Set 7,500 541

Hoist Cyl Line Boring 7,500 541

Machine Number: BF 002

Machine Type: CAT 789

Current Exch Rate (RlS): 6.30 Period 1 Budget Hours: 3836
Remain Budnet Hours 1,364 Exch Rate: 6.30 PPI: 0.066

Description
Expected Current Current RJHr Import Start Exp. Repair Budget RJHr

Life (Hours) Life (Hours) Cost (Rand) Rate Factor Life Cost (Rand) Cost
IA\ IB\ iCI IDI lEI IFI IG\ IH\ 11\ IJI

ResDOnsible Code: 470612

Cylinders
Steer Cylinder UH 15,000 10,575 14,270 0.95 0.75 11929 14,466 14,466 3.77

Steer Cylinder RIH 15,000 1,020 14,270 0.95 0.75 2374 14,466 0 0.00

Hoist Cylinder UH 15,000 8,759 26,850 1.79 0.75 10113 27,219 0 0.00

Hoist Cylinder RIH 15,000 12,228 26,850 1.79 0.75 13582 27,219 27,219 7.10

Steering Ban Stud UH 7,500 541 7,115 0.95 1 1895 7,115 0 0.00

Steering Ban Stud R/H 7,500 541 7,115 0.95 1 1895 7,115 0 0.00

Steering Line Boring 5,000 541 3,500 0.70 0 1895 3,693 3,693 0.96

Hoist Cyl Bearing Set 7,500 541 9,200 1.23 1 1895 9,200 0 0.00
Hoist CvI Line Borina 7500 541 3500 0.47 0 1895 3693 0 0.00

Sub-total 112,671 45,378 11.83



seem too long but it is typical of LCC to view a machine's maintenance and operational 

costs over its useful life, which may exceed a ten-year period), forms the zero basis 

from which annual adjustments will be made. The executive group of the company will 

also use this budget for their top-down target setting for the company. 

STEP 8: Continuous updating of maintenance budget 

Software for budgeting and planning makes it easier for managers throughout the 

company to access, enter and share data on a real-time basis, using the Internet as a 

communications medium. A fully integrated enterprise management system (EMS) 

enables continuous updating of the financial reporting system should a maintenance 

event (component, system or machine repair or replacement) be registered within the 

computerised maintenance management system (CMMS). This updating could include 

one or more adjustments such as component actual life achieved, component 

repairlreplacement price, component expected life, exchange rate and inflation rate 

adjustments. These adjustments should be made within the EMS as they occur, thus 

ensuring a rolling budget and forecast in real-time, which is not updated only once per 

year. 

By applying the integrated theoretical budgeting model, companies can typically expect 

to realise the following benefits: 

More accurate maintenance cost estimations for equipment and machinery. 

Less time wasted during the budgeting process, as targets are set prior to 

developing the budget. 

The maintenance budget is supported by a well thought through maintenance 

strategy. 

The cost breakdown structure ensures the elimination of budgeting oversights due 

to the 'forgetting" of important maintenance activities. 

The required budgets are auditable and each amount can be traced to functional 

requirements. This transforms the budget discussion from 'How much can I get?" 

to "What functional outputs does one require?" If the costs are linked to the 

function in an auditable form, then cost cutting becomes function trimming. 

All component/machinery replacement decisions are based on statistical analysis 

ensuring consistency in replacement decision-making. 
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. The special scheduling software enables sensitivity analysis on the various Cost 

drivers of the maintenance function (i.e. exchange rates, PPI, and other indices). 

. A fully integrated EMS enables real-time cost forecasting through continuous 

updating of the financial reporting system. 

. It will enable a company to match its maintenance budget with market reality thus 

ensuring a competitive advantage. 

In the next sub-section of this research report the maintenance budget will be linked 

with competitive advantage. 

2.5 Linking competitive advantage and maintenance budgeting 

In this sub-section, and fifth phase of the research, the author of this research report will 

discuss how the maintenance budget and the competitive advantage of an organisation 

is linked. 

Wireman (1998:l) states that nearly all maintenance and engineering decisions are cost 

benefit or ROI decisions, which means that all decisions involving maintenance should 

be considered based on the financial impact it would have on the company. The 

maintenance or engineering perspective is typically expressed in extended useful life of 

assets, increased throughput or availability, or improved product or service quality. The 

problem maintenance and engineering personnel face is how to convert these benefits 

into financial terms so the entire organisation can quantify them and benefit from them. 

Maintenance decisions are normally based on component life cycles and they have a 

long-term impact on the company's profits. This is typically the case when a company 

only owns a few very expensive but identical capital assets that were acquired at the 

same time. This means that the forecasted replacement times of their components are 

synchronised, which will result in some periods having extremely high replacement 

costs and some periods with extremely low replacement costs. Thus, maintenance 

practitioners will have to be trained to identify these peaks and valleys in the life cycle 

costing curves of equipmenffmachinery types, so that they can smooth them out if it is 

required. This will ensure equipmenthachinery maintenance costs that are evenly 



distributed over at least a ten-year period. This concept developed by the author of this

research report, is shown in Figure 2.23.

Life Cycle Costing
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Figure 2-23: Example of life cycle cost smoothing
Source: Developed by the author of this research report

Operational decisions, on the other hand, have a short-term but smaller impact on the

company's profits, although it is included in the LCC of equipment/machinery. However,

asset management takes both maintenance and operational decisions into account

ensuring that maintenance decisions are based on what the lowest combined cost for

the company is. This concept is shown in Figure 2.24.

This is the effective "bottom line" for the company and its shareholders, indicating that

this is the type of decision-making expected by companies if they are to optimise their

resources and securing a competitive advantage. Obviously opportunity costs will have

to be taken into account, for if only real costs are considered, incorrect conclusions may

be drawn.
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The "vehicle" for achieving this competitive advantage is thus the application of the

proposed theoretical maintenance budgeting model as explained in section 2.4 above.

This model provides for the application of any changes that may occur in the external

market environment that may have a direct impact on financial performance of the

company, such as changes in the following areas: (i) exchange rate, (ii) inflation rate,

(iii) fuel price, (iv) taxation, (v) price of steel, etc. to name a few.

The areas highlighted in blue in Table 2.6, indicates that provision for these changes is

made in the maintenance budget's RB software so that their real-time impacts can be

visible in the rolling forecast for the company. This valuable information will allow a

company to know in real-time how its financial performance compares with the targets

set by senior management. It also enables senior management to know how the

maintenance department performs against the expected optimum cost of maintenance,

as depicted by Figure 2.24.
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Table 2-6: Allowance for changes in the external market environment

Source: Syferfontein Strip-mine (2000)

Thus, the link between the maintenance budget and competitive advantage resides in

the maintenance department's ability and the speed at which they can adapt to the

changes in the external market environment (exchange rate, inflation rate, etc.),

preferably on a proactive basis rather than reactive basis.

The following chapter will deal with an empirical research within the South African coal

mining industry to test whether a need does exist for a maintenance budget, which is

aligned with market reality giving a company a competitive advantage. The South

African coal mining industry is chosen because collieries are highly mechanised and

capital-intensive and based on experience the maintenance function of a colliery is also

the function that controls about half of the direct mining costs. The empirical research

will include defining the research parameters, the sampling method and the design of

the questionnaire.
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Machine Number: BF 002
Machine Type: CAT 789

Current Exch Rate (RI$): 6.30 Period 1 Budget Hours: 3836
Remain Budget Hours 1,364 Exch Rate: 6.30 PPI: 0.066

Description Expected Current Current RlHr Import Start Exp. Repair Budget RlHr

Life (Hours) Life (Hours) Cost (Rand) Rate Factor Life Cost (Rand) Cost
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (G) (H) (I) (J)

Res DOnsible Code: 470612
Cylinders

Steer Cylinder LJH 15,000 10,575 14,270 0.95 0.75 11929 14,466 14,466 3.77

Steer Cylinder RIH 15,000 1,020 14,270 0.95 0.75 2374 14,466 0 0.00
Hoist Cylinder LJH 15,000 8,759 26,850 1.79 0.75 10113 27,219 0 0.00
Hoist Cylinder RIH 15,000 12,228 26,850 1.79 0.75 13582 27,219 27,219 7.10

Steering BallStud LJH 7,500 541 7,115 0.95 1 1895 7,115 0 0.00
Steering Ball Stud R/H 7,500 541 7,115 0.95 1 1895 7,115 0 0.00

Steering Line Boring 5,000 541 3,500 0.70 0 1895 3,693 3,693 0.96
Hoist Cyl Bearing Set 7,500 541 9,200 1.23 1 1895 9,200 0 0.00
Hoist Cvt Line Borine 7500 541 3500 0.47 0 1895 3693 0 0.00

Sub-total 112671 45,378 11.83



3. EMPIRICAL RESEARCH IN THE SA COAL MINING SECTOR 

The literature research in the previous chapter revealed that managers experience 

many frustrations with the 'traditional" budgeting approaches, which result in unrealistic 

budgets being drawn up. This is particularly true for maintenance budgets, which create 

the perception among senior management that maintenance budgeting at large 

depends on a process of 'thumb sucking". The literature review also revealed that none 

of the various budgeting approaches, when applied on their own, are conducive to a fast 

changing environment and therefore it does not provide a company with a competitive 

advantage. For this reason it was decided to integrate the various budgeting 

approaches discussed in section 2.1 above into a theoretical budgeting model, which 

will allow a company to have its maintenance budget aligned with market reality, giving 

it a competitive advantage. This theoretical budgeting model and its application was 

also discussed in great detail in the previous chapter. The benefits of applying this 

integrated theoretical budgeting model were also highlighted. The link between the 

maintenance budget and competitive advantage was also shown to be the speed at 

which the maintenance department can proactively adapt to the changes in the external 

market environment (i.e. exchange rate, PPI, and other indices). 

Therefore, to enable the research to answer the question of what can be done to 

change the perceived status of the maintenance budget from something based on a 

'thumb suck" to something more scientific, it is wise to sample an industry sector where 

the maintenance budget makes up the larger portion of a company's cost base. The 

development of an integrated theoretical budgeting model, which allows a company to 

match its maintenance budget with market reality for a competitive advantage, has been 

discussed in chapter 2. This makes it suitable for use in a deductive approach to define 

whether a need exists for having a maintenance budget that is matched with market 

reality giving a company a competitive advantage. In this regard, a purposive sampling 

method will be appropriate because the integrated theoretical budgeting model that has 

been developed, enables suitable judgement regarding the selection of areas that will 

best enable answering the research question and meeting research objectives. 

The development of the integrated theoretical budgeting model prior to testing in the 
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industry which elements it should be made up of poses somewhat of a risk because 

some important issues relevant to the compilation of the model could have been 

overlooked. This aspect should therefore also be tested. In addition, the extent to which 

the various business units' maintenance practitioners apply the various elements of the 

integrated theoretical budgeting model in practice will also be tested. This will also 

assist in determining the relevancy of the integrated theoretical budgeting model at a 

colliery. 

Therefore, should the research show that the expectations from the integrated 

theoretical budgeting model are not aligned with the answers given by the targeted 

group; the research approach should be revised. 

3.1 Defining the sample 

According to Wisniewski (2002:195) statistical inference is based on the following two 

key assumptions about the sample data: 

the sample is a properly representative subset of the statistical population, and 

that the data collected is reliable and accurate. 

It is thus clear that the sample area must be chosen correctly to maximise the value and 

insights to be gained from it. Norden (2003:34) developed a very practical set of sample 

area requirements, which according to him if they are complied with most of the learning 

should then be transferable to a more general model. Table 3.1 represents these 

sample area requirements. According to Norden (2003:34) the requirements in Table 

3.1 narrow the choice of sample down to an environment wherein proper maintenance 

is almost a prerequisite. These requirements are aligned with the requirements for a 

deductive approach, capturing the information through a purposive sampling approach 

as is applicable for this research. 



Table 3-1: Sample area requirements to be complied with 

REQUIREMENT DESCRIPTION I REASONING 
High maintenance JMust be a seclor wherein IThis indicates that current 
cost 

Capital intensive 

I I 

maintenance costs make up a 
significant portion of the total budget. 

Must be a sector that uses high 
capital value equipment. 

Larger businesses 

Access to researcher 

- " 

I loss in production. I 
Sowco: Nonien m : 3 4 )  

maintenance actions are taking place 
and that this is a source of cost. 

This would indicate a need for 
maintenance. 

The focus on price puts pressure on 
cost structures. 

ommodity product 

I I 

3.1 .I Evaluating the coal mining sector as a sample area 

In a commodity product sector, the 
main source of comoetitive advantaae - 
is lowest sales price. 

Larger businesses are more likely to 
have better maintenance due to 
resource availability. 

Access must be gained by the 
researcher into the required area. 

Serious breakdown 

In order to determine the suitability of the sampling area, Hill (2000:368) discovered a 

useful method that helps to gain proper insight into what is required from a product in 

that market. An important requirement of this method is the clarity of description of each 

of the important product dimensions as required by the market. Two types of 

dimensions are allowed for, which are defined as order winners and qualifiers. Order 

winning dimensions are the ones that ensure that the order is won and qualifying 

dimensions are those that get a product into the market place or on the customer's short 

list. 

Based on research done by Mitchell et 
a1 (2002). 

Without access, no research is 
possible. 

Table 3.2 represents Norden's (200334) application of Hill's method of linking the 

operational process requirements to the coal market. From Table 3.2 it is thus clear that 

the unit price is the most important order-winning dimension that is dictated by the coal 

market. This is expected from commodity products because they compete mainly on 

unit price. 

conseauences sianificant loss of income thmuah a (1999). i If a breakdown could result in a Based on work done by Jonsson 



Table 3-2: Relevant order winners and qualifiers for coal 

REASONING 

Price ultimately secures the order 

PRODUCT 
DIMENSION 

Unit price 
I I 

CLASSIFICATION 

JJJ 

Coal quality (Calorific 
energy value) 

I I 

I I 

I I 

Legend: J- depicts the order winners 
Q -depicts the qualifiers 
Multi~le O's or Jde~icts im~ortance 

J 

Must be able to deliver the volume 
required 

olume guarentee 

On-time delivery 

. ~ 

Delivery speed 

Due to the mechanised nature of coal mining, a number of large corporate coal mining 

groups have to use high value capital equipment in their coal mining methods, whether 

it is underground or on surface (Norden, 2003:35). According to research done by 

Norden (2003:35) the direct maintenance cost as a percentage of operational cost for 

the mining industry is in the region of 37%. This makes the mining sector the sector 

wherein the maintenance component of operational cost is the highest. It outstrips its 

nearest rival by at least 15%. Norden (2003:35) also discovered that the majority of 

respondents in his research indicated that the direct maintenance cost which includes 

maintenance material and maintenance labour, constitutes more than half of the 

production cost of a colliery. 

Specific coal qualilies are required by 
certain customers 

QQ 

Q ]Must deliver on time 

Pressure is put on the operational cost of a colliery due to coal's commodity status and 

its price sensitivity. Research also indicates that maintenance is a key process in this 

sector (Norden, 2003:35). Therefore, if the research is focussed on the South African 

corporate coal mining industry, to which the author can gain access, all the 

requirements, as set out in Table 3.1 will be met. This implies that by choosing a sample 

area where these practices should be in place, there is a good chance that a need 

exists for having a realistic maintenance budget that is aligned with market reality, 

giving the business a competitive advantage. Furthermore, there will also be a good 
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QQQ customer 

Not as important a dimension 



chance that the majority of the elements of the integrated theoretical budgeting model 

are not yet evident in the budgeting processes of collieries. In short, the expectation is 

that if the need for a realistic maintenance budget that is aligned with market reality, 

does exist, then the extent to which the elements of the integrated theoretical model are 

in use, will be low. 

According to Norden (2003:36) there are some aspects regarding maintenance 

execution that are peculiar to the coal mining sedor. Even though these aspects, which 

are listed in Table 3.3, do not disqualify the corporate coal mining sector as an 

appropriate sample area, they have to be taken into account (Norden, 2003:36). 

Table 33: Aspects of concern 

ASPECT IMPACT 

maintenance 
structures & 
executimn. 

ethic. very d i i rent  from thc 
cukure in other 
sectors. 

about. equipment that is 
constantly moving 
around. 

less than perfect done in the field and 
surroundings. not in workshops. 

The aspects listed in Table 3.3 might affect the extent to which the research findings 

)ISQUALIFIER? 

No 

No 

No 

No 

can be generalised and extrapolated to other industries. However, Norden (2003:36) 

REASONING 

All higher order maintenance 
strategies rely on some form of 
central control or governance. If 
this can be achieved in a 
geographically spread out 
environment, the findings will bc 
conservative. 

D i r e n t  organizational cultures 
exist even between different 
mines in the same mining grouc 
this should be similar to sectora 
culture diierences. 

If track can be kept of the 
relocation of the equipment. 
then the conservative view will 
have been incorporated. Movinc 
equipment is also more prone tc 
degradation as the external 
wnditions will vary all the time. 
Again this is consewative. 

Many assets cannot be moved 
to 'ideal" maintenance 
environments in order to be 
maintained. 

states that company wide integrated maintenance and longer term maintenance 
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strategies may be important to most firms, regardless of their production environments. 

Therefore, the findings from research data collected and interpreted regarding the need 

for a realistic maintenance budget that is aligned with market reality and the extent to 

which the elements of the integrated theoretical model are in use in the coal mining 

sector should be applicable to other sectors as well. 

In the next subsection the questions for use in the questionnaire will be determined. A 

discussion regarding the sampling method and the questionnaire will also be included. 

3.2 Determining the questions to be asked 

In the previous sections of this research report various budgeting approaches were 

investigated, which revealed that various frustrations or weaknesses are evident with 

the traditional budgeting approaches. An integrated theoretical budgeting model was 

developed in an attempt to reduceleliminate these frustrations and weaknesses and to 

ensure that the maintenance budget will be matched with market reality, giving a 

company a competitive advantage. Therefore, the frustrations experienced with 

traditional budgeting, the extent to which the various elements of the integrated 

theoretical budgeting model are already applied, and whether a need for such a model 

exists in the South African coal mining sector, have to be tested and confirmed. Table 

3.4 represents the issues and statements, which have to be verified. 

Finally, the issues and statements represented by Table 3.4 have to be tested and 

confirmed under the following conditions: 

within the coal mining sector of South Africa, 

all collieries to be included (i.e. underground, strip-mines, plants and services), 

and 

a stratified sample is required to test for differences in opinion at the different 

levels of the organisations as proposed by Norden (2003:38). 



Table M: Issues and statements to be verified 

ISSUUSTATEMENT 

The maintenance budget is a signficant porbon of 
the ttdal mst of a mYlery 
Fnatra(ma expenencad mth tradmnd budgekq 

Budgeting approaches in use at the mflieries 

Extent to which the elements of the integrated 
theoretical budgeting model are aheady in use 

total cost of a m l l i i  
COnRm whemer maintenance budgets amwain responsiveness an 
whether they are a barrier to change 

* Confirm whether maintenance budgets are strategicany focused 
' Gnnirm whether maintenance budgets add only liW value given the 

time to prepare ih=m 
' Confirm whether maintenance budgets focus on cost reductions 

rather than value aeation 
' Confirm whether maintenance budgets strengthen vertica wrnmand 

andcontrol 
' Confirm whether budgeting follows a process of "how trading" 
' Confirm whether maintenance budgets are time wnsuming to pid 

togetter 
' Confmn whether maintenance budgets are developed and updated 

mmtfv annually 
* Confirm whether Excel sveadsheets are still used as the primary 

softv,are for developing maintenance budgets 
* Confirm whemer me collery follows the tradmonal budgehng 

~ ~ 

approach 
* Confirm whether the mllery follows the acti'dy based budgeting 

approach 
' Confirm whether me colliery follows the m b a s e d  budgeting 

approach 
* Confirm whether the wlliery follows quality function deployment as a 

budgeting approach 
* Confirm whether the colliery follows a target budgeting approach 
' Confirm whether the mlliew follows a l k c v d e  mstim awmach - . .  ' Conflrm uhemer the mllery follows a mlllrq budgeting approach 
' Confirm whema a cost braakdonn sbuQre a developed dmng the 

maintenance budgeting process 
' Confirm how oflen maintenance budgets are updated 
' Confirm whether wlliwies use enterprise management systems 
' Confirm nhemer the mamlenance departments oevebp lists of 

expeded wmponent liues for each mab*nelequpment hlpe 
' Gmfirm whether the maintenance departments use staUstical 

soffwdre for develwing expected wmponent lives and wdng . . ' Confirm whether the maintenance depamnent makes use of 
mndition mol*toriw techniques for achieving optimal wmrxment . . 
lives 

' Confirm whether me malntenance deparbnents make use of 
scheduling sohare for scheduling mponent  change outs 

' Confirm whether all future mponent  repairs or replacements are 
scheduled fw determining annual msts 

' Confirm whether the maintenance budget is linked dirediy to 
exchange rate and PPI 

' Confirm whether collieries have well-doment and imolemented 
~ ~~ ~ 7 ~ -  ~ -~ ~ - -  

maintenance strategies 
' Confmn whether a need for a maintenam budgeting m&, which 

is syxhronised wlth prevailing market realty, exists 
' Confm whether a mnuousiy updated maintenance budget would 

assist the malntenance management team to oewme more cost 
effective 
Confirm whether it is accepted that the maintenance budget can 



3.2.1 The sampling method 

The South African coal mining sector consists of a number of corporate coal mining 

companies. These companies consist of a number of collieries, each having a number 

of maintenance practitioners. The population of maintenance practitioners (colliery 

engineers) is estimated from the database of the South African Colliery Engineer's 

Association (SACEA). Membership of SACEA consists of 140 persons (SACEA, 

2003:2). It is estimated that about 80 percent of the colliery engineers are affiliated to 

SACEA and that 75% of the population of colliery engineers are practising as 

maintenance practitioners, i.e. estimated that 25% of the population of colliery 

engineers are not in charge of production machinery and thus not managing the 

maintenance budget of equipment/machinerylplant used directly in the production or 

beneficiation of coal. The population of colliery managers and divisional engineers was 

estimated from the amount of collieries as well as the amount of large mining 

companies within the South African coal mining sector. Table 3.5 represents the 

populations and required minimum sample sizes for the two categories: colliery 

managers and divisional engineers, as well as the practising maintenance practitioners 

within the South African coal mining sector. 

Table 3-5: Population and required minimum sample size 

I I 

Estimated total population (N) ! 49 1 131 I 
I CRITERIA 

However, according to Wisniewski (2002:199) for the sampling distribution to 

COLLIERY 
MANAGERS LL 
DlViSlONAL 
ENGINEERS 

Proportion belonging to the specified 
category (P%) 

Proportion not belonging to the 
specified category (q%) 

Confidence level required (z) 
Margin of error required (e) 
Minimum sample size required (n) 

Adjusted minimum sample size (n') for 
oooulatiwns c 10.000 

PRACTISING 
MAINTENANCE 

PRACTITIONERS I 
99% 

1 Oh 

90% (2 = 1.65) 
* 5% 

11 

9 

95% 

5% 

90% (z = 1.65) 

* 5% 
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approximate to the Normal distribution, a 'sufficiently large" sample (i.e. a sample size 

of at least 30) must be taken. This however does not pose a problem due to the 

exploratory nature of the research. 

It was thus planned that the various organisational levels (divisional engineer, colliery 

manager, engineering manager and section engineer) would be sampled by means of 

an e-rnailed questionnaire. According to Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill (2003:159) an 

expected response rate of approximately 30 percent may be seen as reasonable. Table 

3.6 shows the amount of respondents that has to be polled. 

Table 34: Actual sample sizes required 

Estimated response rate (re%) I 65% I 30% 
Actual sample sue required (n') 14 1 23 I 

CRITERIA 

The author of the research report gained access to the respondents within the South 

African coal mining sector via the contacts network developed by being a council 

member of SACEA. 

The questionnaires were e-mailed to the respondents as an attachment to a covering 

letter, which is presented as #(First cover letter)" within Appendix C. Questionnaires 

were e-mailed a second time to those respondents not responding within the required 

period under another covering letter, which is presented as '(Second cover letter - 
reminder)" within Appendix C. Respondents were given a choice of replying either by e- 

mail or facsimile. 

COLLIERY 
MANAGERS EL 

DIVISIONAL 
ENGINEERS 

3.2.2 The questionnaire 

MAINTENANCE 
PRACTITIONERS 

The questionnaire was developed according to the guidelines proposed by Sanders et 

a1 (2003:280). Chapter 2 of this research report together with Neely et a1 (2001:6) were 

used as a basis for developing the questions and statements used in the questionnaire. 
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Against this basis the questionnaire was developed to test the questions posed in Table 

3.4. A data requirements table, Appendix A, was drawn up to ensure that the data 

collected will enable the research questions and statements to be answered and the 

objectives achieved. An extract of the data requirements table presented by Appendix A 

is shown in Table 3.7. 

A questionnaire for doing descriptive research (Saunders eta/, 2003:281), Appendix B, 

was used in collecting primary data only. The questionnaire consists of closed-ended 

statements and questions. The Likert or summated scale (Huysamen, 2001:125) was 

used to measure the opinions of the respondents regarding the closed-ended 

statements. The statements were scaled from 1 to 10, increasing in intensity of 

agreement. The following rule was applied to determine the levels of agreement: 

. Disagree: For any number selected from 1 to 3 

. Unsure: For any number selected from 4 to 5 

. Agree: For any number selected from 6 to 10 

Some true (Yes) or false (No) closed-ended questions and statements were also 

included where only one response had to be chosen. In addition some list statements 

were also included to offer the respondents some responses to choose from in order to 

determine some background information of the respondents. 

The questionnaire consists of 36 questions and statements of which the first seven 

questions and statements are relevant to the population background. However, 29 

questions and statements explore the extent to which the integrated theoretical 

budgeting model is already in use, confirming the frustrations experienced with 

traditional budgeting approaches, and confirmation of the need for an integrated 

theoretical budgeting model. 

Each question of the questionnaire was coded, grouped and placed in a spreadsheet 

matrix to ensure ease of response data capturing and analysis thereof. 

The questionnaire was presented to expert maintenance practitioners to evaluate the 

validity (clear wording of questions using terms that are likely to be familiar to, and 
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understood by respondents) and intent of the questions and statements. 

Table 3-7: Extract from the data requirements table in Appendix A 

ryps of rresrdl: FmdcmnalanVy dex+!ve, although w M  to determine Me exfent to which the pmposed theonrbcalmahtenance 
b u m  mal is used by maintenance p a d i 6 o m  

I - I I I J  I b a m  to change fbehanwrl mqmn- 

I ~ V - W W = ~ ~ O ( U  

The results of the empirical research will be presented in the next chapter of this 

research report. 

Maintenance budsets am t i m  IMeintenam !xmeb am time IYes. No IFwmtions I 

Vari.M.(s) nqulred 

Maintenam budseb addlime 
value, -al& g m  the t l m  to 
pepam Mem (behavaUr) 

OpYIiar wheMermaintenm 
bud@& add lime value 

Check Include 
in 

quaationmirr 
oatall in rrhkh data menured Catqlory 

Dqw of agtwmnl on a m.4 of 1 
to fa. D b @ ~ e  = i, Agree = ro, 

Fwmtionr 

J  



4. THE RESULTS

The goal of this chapter of the research report is to present the facts discovered by the

research questionnaire presented by Appendix B. In section 3.2.2 of the previous

chapter a rule was applied to the first 13 statements of the "Questions/Statements"

section of the questionnaire for all the replies received from the respondents in order to

present the factual results of the research in a sensible manner.

4.1 The number and distribution of respondents

4.1.1 Sample size

The respondents were divided into two groups, namely: practising maintenance

practitioners, and colliery managers and divisional engineers. Of the 165 questionnaires

e-mailed, only 63 were returned, of which 6 were either incomplete or not completed at

all. This equates to a response rate of 34.5%. The respondents of the population, as

represented by Figure 4.1 (statement 2 of the background information section of the

questionnaire), were made up of mine managers (4%), divisional engineers (12%),

assistant resident/section engineers (35%) and resident engineers/engineering

managers (41%).

Respondents' job positions

12%

41%

. Section Engineer/ARE . EngineeringManagerlRE
o MineManager 0 DivisionalEngineer

Figure 4-1: Percentage of population of respondents
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4.1.2 Distribution of respondents 

From Table 4.1, the 57 respondents represent the six major coal mining groups within 

the South African coal mining sector. These coal mining groups are presented as 

Company A, B, C, D, E and F. It is also important to note that 43 responses were 

received from the practising maintenance practitioners compared to an expected 

minimum sample size of 37. Further more, it is also important to note the 14 responses 

were received from the colliery managers and divisional engineers compared to an 

expected minimum sample size of nine. 

Table 4-1: Distribution of respondents per company 

4.2 Background information 

4.2.1 Type of colliery represented 

The research was intended to include the different types of operations within the South 

African coal mining sector. From Figure 4.2 (question 1 of the background information 

section of the questionnaire) the split of the actual responses received indicates that 

14% of the respondents are from beneficiation plants, 16% are from strip-mines, 19% 

are from service operations and 51% are from underground mining operations. 



Respondents' business unit type

14%

. BeneficiationPlant. UndergroundColliery 0 Strip-mine 0 Services

Figure 4-2: Type of colliery represented

4.2.2 Annual production distribution of the collieries

Figure 4.3 presents the responses to the question (question 3 of the background
information section of the questionnaire) regarding the annual coal production

expressed in metrictons forthe colliery.

Distribution of business units' annual production
Median Mean Std. Deviation

6.0 7.3 4.54
25

~2O
:I
II)
II)
! 15
.iii
:I.a
'0 10..
CD.ae
~ 5

o
Oto<4.0 4.0 to < 8.0 8.0 to < 12.0 12.0 to < 16.0 16.0 to < 20.0

Production (Million metric tons)

Figure 4-3: Annual production distribution of the collieries

The mean annual production is 7.3 million tons, the median is 6.0 million tons and the
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standard deviation is 4.5 million tons.

4.2.3 Maintenance cost distribution

Figure 4.4 presents the responses to the question (question 4 of the background

information section of the questionnaire) regarding the portion of the total budget of the

colliery controlled by the maintenance department. The mean portion of the total budget

controlled by the maintenance department is 51.3%, the median is 54.5% and the

standard deviation is 18.0%. The maintenance portion of the total budget includes

labour, materials, utilities and depreciation costs.

14
J!I
'E 12
:I
::10
GI
c:
'i 8
:I
.l2 6
'0
~ 4
.l2
E
i 2

Maintenance cost as a %of the total budget
Median

Mean . ~5% .Std. Deviation
51.28%1 I I 18%

I I I

o
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~. . . . . . . . . ~

<::>..0 ~~ ~~ ~~ i>~ +Y>~ t§I~ '\<::>~ ~~ ~~.

Percentages

Figure 4-4: Maintenance cost distribution

4.2.4 Distribution of time spent on the maintenance budget

Figure 4.5 presents the responses to the question (question 5 of the background

information section of the questionnaire) regarding the amount of time in man-hours

maintenance personnel spend annually on preparing the new maintenance budget. The

mean time the respondents spend on annual maintenance budget preparation is 1 024

man-hours, the median is 480 man-hours and the standard deviation is 1 725 man-

hours. The time in man-hours, which is spent annually on the maintenance budget,
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include the whole maintenance department.

Distribution of time spent on the annual
maintenance budget
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Figure 4-5: Distribution of time spent on the maintenance budget annually

4.2.5 Maintenance budget update frequency

Figure 4.6 presents the responses to the question (question 6 of the background

information section of the questionnaire) regarding the maintenance budget update

frequency.

Budget update frequency

75%

0%

40/.

16%

I_ Real-time . Monthly0 a-Monthly 0 Annually . > Annual I

Figure 4-6: Maintenance budget update frequency
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The split of the actual responsesreceived indicatesthat 4% of the respondentshave

real-time budget updates, 5% of the respondentsupdate their maintenancebudgets

monthly, 16% of the respondentsupdatetheir maintenancebudgetsevery six months

and 75%of the respondentsupdatetheir maintenancebudgetsannually.

4.2.6 Use of an enterprise management system (EMS)

The responses to the statement (statement 7 of the background information section of

the questionnaire) whether the company makes use of an enterprise management

system (EMS) are presented by Figure 4.7. From all the responses, 95% of

respondents confirmed that they were using an EMS and 4% confirmed that they were

not using an EMS.

Enterprise Management System (EMS)
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Figure 4-7: Use of an EMS

4.3 Frustrations with traditional budgeting

4.3.1 Constrain responsiveness and a barrier to change

The responses to the statement (statement 1 of the questions/statements section of the
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questionnaire) that maintenance budgets constrain responsivenessand are often a

barrier to change, are presented by Figure 4.8. From the responses received, 60% of

respondents agreed with the statement, 14% were unsure and 26% disagreed with the

statement.

Maintenance budgets constrain responsiveness and
are often a barrier to change
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Figure 4-8: Constrain responsiveness and a barrier to change

4.3.2 Rarely strategically focused and often contradictory

Figure 4.9 presents the responses to the statement (statement 2 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that maintenance budgets are rarely

strategically focused and often contradictory. From all the responses received, 58% of

respondents agreed with the statement, 12% were unsure and 30% disagreed with the
statement.
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Maintenance budgets are rarely strategically
focused and often contradictory
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Figure 4-9: Rarely strategically focused and often contradictory

4.3.3 Adds little value for the time to prepare

Figure 4.10 presents the responses to the statement (statement 3 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that maintenance budgets add little

value, especially given the time to prepare them.

Maintenance budgets add little value,
especially given the time to prepare them
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Figure 4-10: Adds little value for the time to prepare
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From all the responses received, 58% of the respondents disagreed with the statement,

17% were unsure, and 25% agreed with the statement.

4.3.4 Focus on cost reduction rather than value creation

Figure 4.11 presents the responses to the statement (statement 4 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that maintenance budgets focus on

cost reduction rather than value creation. From all the responses received, 21% of the

respondents disagreed with the statement, 18% were unsure and 61% of respondents

agreed with the statement.

Maintenance budgets focus on cost reduction
rather than value creation
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Figure 4-11: Focus on cost reduction rather than value creation

4.3.5 It strengthens vertical command-and-control

Figure 4.12 presents the responses to the statement (statement 5 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that maintenance budgets

strengthen vertical command-and-control. From all the responses received, 7% of the

respondents disagreed with the statement, 19% were unsure and 74% of the

respondents agreed with the statement.
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Maintenance budgets strengthen vertical
command-and-control
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Figure 4-12: Strengthens vertical command-and-control

4.3.6 Budgeting follows a process of "horse trading"

The responses to the statement (statement 6 of the questions/statements section of the

questionnaire) that budgeting within the business units follow a process of "horse

trading" (Le. a process of negotiating on a give-and-take basis between decision making

levels), are presented by Figure 4.13. From all the responses received, 25% of the

respondents disagreed with the statement, 12% were unsure and 63% of the

respondents agreed with the statement.
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Budgeting within our business unit follows a
process of "horse trading"
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Figure 4-13: Budgeting follows a process of "horse trading"

4.3.7 Budgeting is a time consuming process

Figure 4.14 presents the responses to the statement (statement 14 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that maintenance budgets are time

consuming to put together.

Maintenance budgets are time consuming
when put together
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Figure 4-14: Budgeting is a time consuming process
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From all the responses received, 84% of all the respondentsconfirmed that in their

opinionthe statementis true, but 16%of the respondentsconfirmedthat in their opinion
the statementis false.

4.3.8 Budgets are developed and updated too infrequently

Figure 4.15 presents the responses to the statement (statement 15 of the

questions/statementssection of the questionnaire) that maintenance budgets are

developed and updated too infrequently, usually annually. From all the responses

received,74% of the respondentsconfirmedthat in their opinionthe statement is true,

but 26%of the respondentsconfirmedthat in theiropinionthe statementis false.

Maintenance budgets are developed and
updated too Infrequently, usually annually
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Figure 4-15: Budgets are developed and updated too Infrequently

4.3.9 Excel spreadsheets are used as the primary software

Figure 4.16 presents the responses to the statement (statement 16 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that the business unit is still using

Excel spreadsheets as the primary software for developing maintenance budgets. From

all the responses received, 74% of the respondents confirmed that this statement is true

for their business unit, but 26% of the respondents confirmed that this statement isnot
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true for their business units.

In our business unit we still use Excel
spreadsheets as the primary software for

developing maintenance budgets
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Figure 4-16: Excel spreadsheets are used as the primary software

4.4 Budgeting approaches in use at collieries

4.4.1 The traditional budgeting approach

The responses to the statement (statement 7 of the questions/statements section of the

questionnaire) that budgeting in the business unit follows an iterative top-down and

bottom-up approach coordinated from head-office, is represented in Figure 4.17. From

all the responses received, 16% of the respondents disagreed with the statement, 9% of

the respondents were unsure and 75% of the respondents agreed with the statement.
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Figure 4-17: Traditional budgeting approach

4.4.2 The activity based budgeting approach

Figure 4.18 presents the responses to the statement (statement 17 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that budgets in the business unit

consist of information based on activity and resource consumption rates.

Budgets in our business unit consist of
information based on activity and resource

consumption rates
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Figure 4-18: The activity based budgeting approach
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From all the responses received, 88% of the respondents confirmed that the statement

is true for their business unit, but 12% of the respondents confirmed that the statement

is not true for their business unit.

4.4.3 The zero-based budgeting approach

Figure 4.19 presents the responses to the statement (statement 18 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that annual budgeting in the

business unit is based on first principles (as if it was prepared for the first time, from

"scratch"). From all the responses received, 47% of the respondents confirmed that the

statement is true for their business unit, but 53% of the respondents confirmed that the

statement is not true for their business unit.

Figure 4-19: The zero-based budgeting approach

4.4.4 The quality function deployment budgeting approach

Figure 4.20 presents the responses to the statement (statement 19 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that budgeting within the business

unit follows a process of evaluating the impact that each of the different

equipment/machinery/component replacement scenarios has on the profit of the
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business unit. From all the responses received, 67% of the respondents confirmed that

the statement is true for their business unit, but 33% of the respondents confirmed that

the statement is not true for their business unit.

Budgeting within our business unit follows a
process of evaluating scenario impact on

profit
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Figure 4-20: The quality function deployment budgeting approach

4.4.5 The target budgeting approach

Figure 4.21 presents the responses to the statement (statement 20 of the

questions/statementssection of the questionnaire)that prior to developingan annual

budget within the company, the CEO sets targets and objectiveswith which budgets

haveto be aligned.
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Prior to us developing an annual budget
within our company, our CEOsets targets and

objectives with which we have to align our
budgets
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Figure 4-21: The target budgeting approach

From all the responses received, 81% of the respondents confirmed that the statement

is true for their company, but 19% of the respondents confirmed that the statement is

not true for their company.

4.4.6 The lifecycle costing approach

Figure 4.22 presents the responses to the statement (statement 21 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that budgets in the company are

focused on finding the lowest long-term total cost of ownership of equipment/machinery.

From all the responses received, 63% of the respondents confirmed that the statement

is true for their company, but 37% of the respondents confirmed that the statement is

not true for their company.
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Budgets in our company are focussed on
finding the lowest long-term TCOof

equipment/machinery
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Figure 4-22: The life cycle costing approach

4.4.7 The rolling budgeting approach

Figure 4.23 presents the responses to the statement (statement 8 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire)that budgets in the business unitare

updated every few months in an attemptto reassess the business unit's outlookseveral

times per year. Fromallthe responses received,60% of the respondents disagreed with

the statement, 6% of the respondents were unsure and 34% of the respondents agreed
withthe statement.

Budgets in our business unit are updated every
few months in an attempt to reassess the business

unit's outlook several times per year
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Figure 4-23: The rolling budgeting approach
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4.5 Extent to which the theoretical model is used

4.5.1 Goals

The same responses as confirmed in subsection 4.4.5 (statement 20 of the

questions/statementssection of the questionnaire) for the target budgeting

approachare alsovalidfor this element.

4.5.2 Strategies

The same responses as confirmed in subsection 4.2.6 (statement 7 of the

backgroundinformationsectionof the questionnaire)whether the businessunit is

makinguse of an EMS.are alsovalidfor this element.

Figure 4.24 presents the responses to the statement (statement 28 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that the business unit has a

well-documented and implemented maintenance strategy. From all the responses

received, 68% of the respondents confirmed that the statement is true for their

business unit, but 32% of the respondents confirmed that the statement is not true

for their business unit.

At our business, we do have a well-documented
and implemented maintenance strategy
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Figure 4-24: A well-documented and implemented maintenance strategy exists
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4.5.3 Forces

Figure 4.25 presents the responses to the statement (statement 27 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that the maintenance budget

for the business is linked directly with the exchange rate and the PPI, as it affects

specific equipment/machines.

The maintenance budget is linked directly with
the exchange rate and PPIas it affects specific

equipment/machinery
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Figure 4-25: The budget is linked with the exchange rate and PPI

From all the responses received, 51% of the respondents confirmed that the

statement is true for their business units, but 49% of the respondents confirmed

that the statement is not true for their business units.

4.5.4 Activities

The same responses as confirmed in subsection 4.4.2 (statement 17 of the

questions/statementssectionof the questionnaire)for the activitybasedbudgeting

approachare alsovalidfor this element.

The same responses as confirmed in subsection 4.4.3 (statement 18 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) for the zero-based budgeting

approach are also valid for this element.
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The same responses as confirmed in subsection 4.4.6 (statement 21 of the

questions/statementssection of the questionnaire) for the life cycle costing

approachare alsovalidfor this element.

Figure 4.26 presents the responses to the statement (statement 9 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that during the budgeting

process a cost breakdown structure (bill of materials) is developed to avoid

"forgetting things".

During the maintenance budgeting process a
cost breakdown structure is developed to avoid

"forgetting things"
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Figure 4-26: A cost breakdown structure is developed

From all the responses received, 11% of the respondents disagreed with the

statement, 23% of the respondents were unsure and 66% of the respondents

agreed with the statement.

Figure 4.27 presents the responses to the question (question 22 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) whether the maintenance

department develop a list of expected component lives for each

machine/equipment type.
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Doesthe maintenance departmentdevelopa list
of expected component lives for each

machine/equipment type?
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Figure 4-27: Developa list of expected component lives

From all the responses received, 89% of the respondents confirmed that the

maintenance departments do develop a list of expected lives, but 11% of the

respondents confirmed that their maintenance departments do not develop these

lists.

Figure 4.28 presents the responses to the question (question 23 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) whether the maintenance

department use statistical software for developing expected component lives and

component pricing for equipment and machinery. From all the responses received,

35% of the respondents confirmed that their maintenance departments do use

statistical software for developing component lives and component pricing, but

65% of respondents confirmed that their maintenance departments do not use

statistical software.
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Doesthe maintenance department use
statistical software for developing expected
component lives and component pricing?
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Figure 4-28: Statistical software is used

Figure 4.29 presents the responses to the question (question 24 of the

questions/statementssection of the questionnaire) whether the maintenance

departmentuse conditionmonitoringtechniquesfor achievingoptimal component
lives.
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Figure 4-29: Condition monitoring techniques are used

From all the responses received, 95% of the respondents confirmed that the

statement is true for their maintenance departments, but 5% of respondents
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confirmed that the statement is not true for their maintenance departments.

Figure 4.30 presents the responses to the statement (statement 25 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that the maintenance

department make use of scheduling software for scheduling component

changeouts. From all the responses received, 56% of the respondents confirmed

that the statement is true for their maintenance departments, but 44% of the

respondents confirmed that the statement is not true for their maintenance

departments.

The maintenance department makes use of
scheduling software for scheduling component

change outs
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Figure 4-30: Scheduling software is used

Figure 4.31 presents the responses to the statement (statement 26 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that all component repairs or

replacements are scheduled to determine annual expected expenditures. From all

the responses received, 70% of the respondents confirmed that the statement is

true for their business units, but 30% of the respondents confirmed that the

statement is not true for their business units.
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Allfuture component repairs or replacements
are scheduled to determine annual expected

expenditures
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Figure 4-31: Component repairs or replacements are scheduled

4.5.5 Rolling budget (forecast)

The same responses as confirmed in subsection 4.2.5 (question 6 of the

backgroundinformationsection of the questionnaire)for the maintenancebudget

updatingfrequencyare alsovalid for this element.

4.6 Need for an integrated theoretical budgeting model

4.6.1 The maintenance budget can influence competitiveness

Figure 4.32 presents the responses to the statement (statement 13 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that the maintenance budget can

influence the company's competitiveness either positively or negatively. From all the

responses received, 4% of the respondents disagreed with the statement, 1% of the

respondents were unsure and 95% of the respondents agreed with the statement.
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The maintenance budget can influence the
company's competitiveness either positivelyor

negatively
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Figure 4-32:The maintenance budget can influence competitiveness

4.6.2 Continuously updated budgets assist in becoming more cost effective

Figure 4.33 presents the responses to the statement (statement 11 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that a continuously updated

maintenance budget would assist the maintenance management team to become more

cost effective.

Acontinuously updated maintenance budget
would assist the maintenance management team

to become morecost effective
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Figure 4-33: Continuously updated budgets assist in becoming more cost effective
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From all the responses received, 9% of all the respondents disagreed with the

statement, 3% of the respondents were unsure and 88% of the respondents agreed with

the statement.

4.6.3 Need for a maintenance budgeting model

Figure 4.34 presents the responses to the statement (statement 29 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire) that respondents do have a need for

a maintenance budgeting model ensuring that the maintenance budget is synchronised

with prevailing market reality, giving the business a competitive advantage. From all the

responses received, 89% of the respondents confirmed that they do have a need for a

maintenance budgeting model, but 11% of the respondents confirmed that they do not

need a maintenance budgeting model.

We do have a need for a maintenance budgeting
model ensuring that the maintenance budget is

synchronised with prevailing market reality, giving
our business a competitive advantage
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Figure 4-34: Need for a maintenance budgeting model

This chapter was a factual presentation of the research findings, but in the next chapter

the statistical results presented will be interpreted in terms of the research problem

introduced at the beginning of the report.
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5. DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION & RECOMMENDATIONS

The data collectedby means of the questionnaireswere presentedas findings in the

previous chapter, which also highlightedsome important issues. These issues will be

discussed individually, after which it will be concluded and recommendationsmade.

This chapter will be closed with suggestions about further research, which may be

pursuedin someareasthat couldpossiblybenefitfrom furtherresearch.

5.1 Representativeness of the data

For the sampledata to be representativeof the populationit needs to conform to the

statisticalminimumrepresentativesamplesize as presentedby Table 3.5. Furthermore,

the samplehas to be morethan 30.

When testing the representativeness of the sample it can be seen that the sample is

representative of the total population of practising maintenance practitioners, Le. 43

respondents versus a minimum requirement of 37. This claim can be made with a

confidence level of 90% and a 5% margin of error. However, even though it can also be

said with the same confidence level and margin of error that the colliery managers and

divisional engineers' group sample is representative of the population, i.e. 14

respondents versus a minimum requirement of nine, the minimum sample size of 30 is

not complied with.

This implies that the data cannot be generalisedbecause part of it is not statistically

significant, i.e. less than 30 in the sample. It should however be noted that it was

previouslystatedthat the data will be used in a deductiveapproachin order to explore

this subject further. Furthermore,the South African coal miningsector was chosen as

an area where the theoreticalbudgetingmodel should be applied to the maintenance

budgetdue to the reasonslisted in Table 3.1. However,the concernslisted in Table 3.3

are all reasons in supportof the generalisationof the data as well as the need for the

implementation of a maintenance budgeting model, which is synchronised with

prevailing market reality giving a business a competitive advantage. It can thus be
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concluded that the data can be generalised and applied to other functions withina

business, e.g. the financial, human relations, procurement and supply, projects, etc.

Although Table 4.1 shows that one of the six coal mining groups only had one

respondent who repliedto the questionnaire, a fairlyequal distributionof respondents
fromthe other fivecoal mininggroupswas received.

Furthermore, Figure 4.2 illustrates that the types of collieries the respondents are

employed at, comply with a general ratio of the types of collieries that can be expected

in the South African coal mining sector. This ratio is typically three underground

collieries to one strip-mine (Le. 3:1), (COMSA, 2003:9). Beneficiation plants and other

services (central workshops, bulk material handling facilities, etc.) could be part of either

an underground collieryor strip-mine.

Figure 4.3 confirms that 34 of the respondents (Le. 60%) are employed at large

collierieswithan annual productionof coal between 4.0 and 12.0 milliontons. This is

typicalofthe large corporatetype collierieswithinthe South Africancoal miningsector.

Lastly, Figure 4.4 shows that 43 of the respondents (Le. 75%) indicated that their

maintenance departments control more than 40% of the total budget of their collieries.

This is typical of the highly mechanised nature of collieries. This supports the argument

as presented in section 3.1.1 wherein the South African coal mining sector is chosen as

a sample area due to its need for better maintenance practices based on the high cost

of maintenance in this sector.

From the above discussion it can be concluded that the data is representative of the

South Africancoal miningsector.

5.2 Frustrations experienced with traditional budgeting

Figure 5.1 presentsa summaryof the resultsgiven in section4.3 to the respondents'

repliesregardingthe frustrationsexperiencedwith the traditionalbudgetingapproach. It

is thus evidentfromFigure 5.1 that the respondentsoverwhelminglyconfirmedthese
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frustrations. Except for statement 3 from the "Questions/Statements"section of the

questionnaire, these results are totally in line with the results achieved from the

researchcompletedby Neelyet al (2001:6).

(16)Excel spreadsheets are used as the primary
software

(15) aadgets are developed and updated too
Infrequently

(14) aadgetlng Is a time consum Ing process

(6) aadgetlng follows a process of "horse
! trading"o

~ (5) It strengthens vertical command-and-control

.~ (4) Focus on cost reduction rather than value
IL creation

(3) Adds little value for the time to prepare 25

(2) Rarely strategically focused and often
contradictory

(1) Constrain responsiveness and a barrier to
change
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Figure 5-1: Frustrations experienced with traditional budgeting

Therefore, it can be concluded that colliery managers, divisional engineers and

maintenance practitioners within the South African coal mining sector widely criticise the

traditional budgeting approach and that it is not enhancing synchronisation with an ever

changing competitive environment.

5.3 Budgeting approaches in use at the collieries

Figure 5.2 presentsa summaryof the resultsgiven in section4.4 to the respondents'

replies regarding the budgeting approaches currently in use at the collieries. The

respondentsconfirmedthe use of some of the budgetingapproachesat their collieries.

The researchshows that the budgetingapproachesleast used by the collierieswere

that of ZBB (statement18 of the questions/statementsection of the questionnaire)and

RB (statement8 of the questions/statementssectionof thequestionnaire).
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(7) The traditional budgeting approach 75
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Figure 5-2: Budgeting approaches in use at collieries

Therefore, it can be concluded that colliery managers, divisional engineers and

maintenance practitioners within the South African coal mining sector use the different

traditional budgeting approaches very inconsistently and that these approaches are not

used to enhance the colliery's competitive advantage.

5.4 Use of an integrated budgeting model

Figure 5.3 presents a summary of the results given in section 4.5 to the respondents'

replies regarding the extent to which the elements of the integrated theoretical

budgeting model are already in use at the collieries. It is evident that the respondents

confirmed the use of some of the elements of the integrated theoretical budgeting model

at their collieries, some to a large extent and some to a lesser extent. However, the

elements of the model least used by the collieries were that of ZBB (statement 18 of the

questions/statement section of the questionnaire), RB (statement 8 of the

questions/statements section of the questionnaire), extent to which statistical software is

used (question 23 of the questions/statement section of the questionnaire) and whether

the maintenance budget is linked directly to the exchange rate and PPI (statement 27 of

the questions/statements section of the questionnaire).
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Figure 5-3: Extent to which the model is in use

Therefore, it can be concluded that colliery managers, divisional engineers and

maintenance practitioners within the South African coal mining sector are using some of

the elements of the integrated theoretical budgeting model, although very inconsistently.

It is further concluded that the collieries within the South African coal mining sector do

not make use of an integrated budgeting model to enhance their competitive advantage.

5.5 Need for an integrated budgeting model

Figure 5.4 presents a summary of the results given in section 4.6 to the respondents'

replies regarding the need for an integrated theoretical budgeting model. It is thus

evident from Figure 5.4 that the respondents overwhelmingly confirmed that they do

have a need for an integrated theoretical budgeting model.
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Figure 5-4: The need for an integrated budgeting model

Therefore, it can be concluded that colliery managers, divisional engineers and

maintenance practitionerswithinthe South Africancoal miningsector do have a need

for an integrated theoretical budgeting model. It is further concluded that when this

modelis appliedto the maintenancebudget itwillensure synchronisationwithprevailing

market reality,givinga collierya competitiveadvantage.

5.6 Conclusions

From the preceding discussions the followingconclusions can be drawn:

That the data is representative of the South African coal mining sector.

That the conclusions drawn and recommendations made can be generalised and

applied to other functions withina business.

That colliery managers, divisional engineers and maintenance practitioners within

the South African coal mining sector widely criticise the traditional budgeting

approach and that it is not enhancing synchronisation with an ever changing

competitive environment.

That due to the time consuming character of the annual development of budgets,
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maintenance personnel's focus on their maintenance function get distracted when 

they spend too much time on this. 

That the majority of collieries do not develop their budgets from first principles, i.e. 

budgets are not prepared as if it was done for the first time. 

That two thirds of the collieries do not update their budgets more frequent than 

once per year. In fact, the remaining one third do not update their budgets more 

frequently than twice per year. 

That colliery managers, divisional engineers and maintenance practitioners within 

the South African coal mining sector use the traditional budgeting approach very 

inconsistently. None of the collieries involved in this research had adopted any of 

the approaches researched in the literature, in its purest form. All of them 

implemented some customised approach. 

That at least two thirds of all maintenance budgets developed at collieries are not 

done scientifically, i.e. making use of statistical software for determining optimal 

component repairlreplacement lives and costs. 

That the success of the maintenance function depends on a well-documented and 

implemented maintenance strategy, which reflects in the financial performance of 

a colliery. A maintenance strategy's function is to ensure that the maintenance 

opportunity gaps are closed in the most economically optimal way. 

That the collieries within the South African coal mining sector do not make use of 

an integrated budgeting model to enhance their competitive advantage. This also 

leads to the conclusion that this link is not as evident as could have been 

expected. 

That an intense need was expressed for an integrated budgeting model, which can 

be applied to the maintenance budget to ensure a competitive advantage. 

These conclusions support the objective set at the beginning of this research report to 

determine whether a need exists for having a realistic maintenance budget that is 

aligned with market reality, giving the business a competitive advantage. 

Finally, the integrated theoretical budgeting model, which was developed to assist the 

maintenance practitioner in compiling a realistic maintenance budget, which is aligned 

with the current market reality, will give any colliery (and for that matter any business) a 

competitive advantage when applied. 
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5.7 Recommendations 

From the above discussions and conclusions the following recommendations can be 

made: 

That collieries and other capital-intensive businesses in general that are in pursuit 

of operational excellence, should implement the integrated theoretical budgeting 

model as a strategic tool in maintaining and sustaining a long-term competitive 

advantage. 

That maintenance budgets have to be aligned with maintenance strategies and 

that strategic planning and management processes have to be introduced in 

support thereof. These processes need to be value-based and focussed on 

continuous improvement. The true drivers of shareholder value have to be 

identified, focused on and managed. 

Although the research did not explicitly investigate how collieries manage the 

evolution of their budgeting systems, many might have a predicament because 

they have never adapted their budgeting processes and systems to suit the fast 

changing competitive environment. It is thus recommended to establish processes 

now so that they can evolve their budgeting processes and systems over time in 

order to catch up with their competitors. 

That collieries and other capital-intensive businesses should make better use of 

the huge amounts of data stored in the memory banks of their EMS servers. 

However, the challenge remains to be that of real-time updating of budgeting and 

other business performance information. An integrated approach should be 

followed, linking supplier pricing, exchange rates and PPI to the LCC of 

equipmentlmachinerylplant, ensuring the lowest total cost of ownership (TCO). 

That collieries and other capital-intensive businesses should embrace technology 

that will allow them to quickly capture and disseminate raw data required for 

decision making and forecasting. This means acquiring special software to be 

interfaced with an existing EMS (e.g. SAP, MIMS, etc.), allowing managers to 

spend more time analysing data rather than attempting to update forecasts 

manually. 

That change management principles be incorporated in the business processes to 

form an integral part of any change induced to the business. 
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If a colliery, or any other capital-intensive business implements these recommendations 

in a controlled and structured manner as proposed by the change management 

process, the maintenance budget will be matched with market reality ensuring that the 

colliery or business gain a competitive advantage over its competitors. 

5.8 Future research areas 

Since the inception of globalisation, competitiveness is not a matter of choice anymore 

but a matter of survival. Focus will thus continue to be on maintenance cost optimisation 

and real-time budgeting will certainly enhance any business's competitiveness. 

Businesses should therefore be encouraged to implement the use of the integrated 

theoretical budgeting model in an attempt to secure a competitive advantage. The 

following list proposes possible research opportunities that can be conducted as follow 

up studies to the research presented in this research report. 

lnvestigate how world-class companies manage the evolution of their budgeting 

processes and systems. 

Follow a business over time as it implements the use of the integrated theoretical 

budgeting model to explore its competitiveness as a result of using the model. 

Study businesses that have considered implementing the integrated theoretical 

budgeting model and chosen not to implement it, in order to gain an understanding 

of differences between model adopters and non-adopters. 

Investigate the impact of trying to implement such a new budgeting model in the 

business, without having a comprehensive and applicable change management 

plan. 
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7. APPENDICES 

7.1 APPENDIX A: Data requirements table 
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7.2 APPENDIX B: The survey questionnaire 

QUESTIONNAIRE 

Developing a Maintenance budget 

for a competitive advantage 

Procedure for completing the questionnaire 

1. Always select the response on questions and statements, which is 

most applicable to you andlor your business unit. 

2. Only tick the one tick box, which is most applicable 

Example 1: 

The business unit I am currently employed in is a 

Beneficiation Underground Sti~pmina Sewices 
Plant Colliery 

Orample 2: 

Usually the findings of one research project suggest problems, which 

may be pursued in further research projects. 

DISAGREE AGREE 

3. Where you are required to type in a value, simply position the pointer 

inside the box and type in the required value. 

Example 3: 

What is the annual coal production expressed in metric tons for your 

business unit? 

110.7 Million tons 



BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

1. The business unit I am currently employed in is a 

0 
Unckqmund 

0 
Sbipmim 

17 
Services 

Plant Coll iry 

2. My job position within our business unit is . . . 

P . Section ngmeer Engineerin$gw Mine Emger  
Assist. Res. Engineer Resident Engineer 

3. What is the annual coal production expressed in metric tons for your 

business unit? 
0 Million tons 

4. What portion of the total budget of your business unit does the 

maintenance department control - including labour, materials, utilities, 

and depreciation? 

5. How much time do maintenance personnel spend in man-hours (for the 

whole maintenance department) annually on preparing the new 

budget? 

I I Annual man-hours 

6. How often is the maintenance budget updated? 

0 
Real-tlme 

0 0 
S-Monthly 

0 
Annually 

0 
Monthly Annual 

7. The company makes use of an enterprise management system (EMS) 

(e.g. SAP, MIMS, etc.). 0 0 
Yes No 



QUESTIONS I STATEMENTS 

Maintenance budgets constrain responsiveness and are often a barrier 

to change. DISAGREE AGREE 

0000000000 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Maintenance budgets are rarely strategically focused and often 

contradictory. DISAGREE AGREE 

0000000000 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Maintenance budgets add little value, especially given the time to 

prepare them. AGREE 

0000000000 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Maintenance budgets focus on cost reduction rather than value 

creation. DISAGREE AGREE 

0000000u00 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Maintenance budgets strengthen vertical command-and-control. 

DISAGREE AGREE 

000000u000 
4 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Budgeting within our business unit follows a process of "horse trading" 

(i.e. negotiating on a give-and-take basis between decision making 

levels). 

DISAGREE AGREE 

00000u0000 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  

Annual budgeting in our business unit follows an iterative 

bottom-up approach coordinated from head-office. 

top- down and 

DISAGREE AGREE 

0000000000 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  



8. Budgets in our business unit are updated every few months in an 

attempt to reassess the business unit's outlook several times per year. 

DISAGREE AGREE 

0000000000 
1 2 5 4 6 6 7 8 9 1 0  

9. During the maintenance budgeting process a cost breakdown structure 

(bill of materials) is developed to avoid "forgetting things". 

DISAGREE AGREE 

0000000000 
1 2 3 4 1 6 7 8 9 1 0  

10. The maintenance department has an effective way of updating 

maintenance related information. 

MSUiREE AGREE 

0000000000 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 1 0  

11. A continuously updated maintenance budget would assist the 

maintenance management team to become more cost effective. 

DISAGREE AGREE 

0000000000 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 1 0  

12. Success of the maintenance function is dependant on the quality of the 

maintenance strategy and its implementation. 

DISAGREE AGREE 

0000000000 
1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8 9 1 0  

13. The maintenance budget can influence the company's competitiveness 

either positively or negatively. 

DISAGREE AGREE 

0000000000 
1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9 1 0  

14. Maintenance budgets are time consuming to put together. 0 0 
Yes No 



Maintenance budgets are developed and updated too 
Yes No 

infrequently, usually annually. 

In our business unit, we still use Excel spreadsheets as the 
Yes No 

primary software for developing maintenance budgets. 

Budgets in our business unit consist of information based 
Yes No 

on activity and resource consumption rates. 

Annual budgeting in our business unit is based on first 0 
Yes No 

principles (as if it was prepared for the first time, from 

"scratch"). 

Budgeting within our business unit follows a process of 
Yes NO 

evaluating the impact that each of the different 

equipmenffmachinerylcomponent replacement scenarios 

has on the profit of the business unit. 

Prior to us developing an annual budget within our 
Yes No 

company, our CEO sets targets and objectives with which 

we have to align our budget. 

Budgets in our business unit are focussed on finding the 
Yes NO 

lowest long-tern total cost of ownership of 

equipmentlmachinery. 

Does the maintenance department develop a list of 
Yes NO 

expected component lives for each machinelequipment 

Does the maintenance department use statistical software 
Yes No 

for developing expected component lives and component 

pricing? 



Does the maintenance department use condition- 

monitoring techniques for achieving optimal component 

lives? 

The maintenance department makes use of scheduling 

sohare for scheduling component change outs. 

All future component repairs or replacements are 

scheduled to determine annual expected expenditures. 

The maintenance budget in our business unit is linked 

directly to the exchange rate and PPI as it affects specific 

equipmentlmachines. 

In our business unit, we do have a welldocumented and 

implemented maintenance strategy. 

We do have a need for a maintenance budgeting model 

ensuring that the maintenance budget is synchronised with 

prevailing market reality, giving our business a competitive 

advantage. 

THANK YOU1 

Thank you for taking the time to complete this questionnaire. 

It is appreciated. 

0 0 
Yes No 

0 0 
Yes NO 

0 0 
Yes NO 

0 0 
Yes NO 

0 0 
Yes No 

0 0 
Yes NO 

Please return the completed questionnaire electronically to 

schalk.vanwvk@sasol.com or fax it to (017) 614-5256. 



7.3 APPENDIX C: Introducing a self-administered questionnaire 

(Fitst cover letter) 

From: Van Wyk, Schalk (SWI) [rnailto:SchalkVan~@sasol.com] 
Sent: 03 September 2004 04:47 
To: jarmstrong@coal.anglo.co.za 
Subject Budgeting Questionnaire 
Importance: High 

Dear Mr Armstrong, 

I am doing a research project, which is part of my dissertation to be 

submitted in partial fulfilment of the requirements of the MBA degree. 

Attached is a research questionnaire with the purpose to determine 

whether a need exists at collieries within the South African coal-mining 

sector for having a realistic maintenance budget that is aligned with 

market reality, giving them a competitive advantage. 

You are one of a small number of people who are being asked to give 

your opinion on this issue. You were selected from the SACEA and 

SACMA membership lists because of your South African coal-mining 

experience. In order that the results will truly represent people who 

have experience with the maintenance budgeting process, it is 

important that your questionnaire is completed and returned. It would 

take about 15 minutes of your time to complete the questionnaire. 

All the information you provide will be treated with the highest 

confidentiality. Please answer all the questions and at a time when you 

are unlikely to be disturbed. Your answers are essential to building an 

accurate picture of the need for a maintenance budget, which is 

aligned with market reality, giving a colliery a competitive advantage. 

Please return your completed questionnaire to me electronically at 

schaIk.vanwvk@sasoI.com or fax it to (017) 614-5256 on or before 10 

September 2004. 



I hope you find completing the questionnaire enjoyable, and thank you for 

taking the time to help me. If you have any queries, or would like to have 

more information about this research project, please call me on 082-454- 

7772. 

Thank you for your help. 

Yours sincerely 

Schalk van Wyk 
Manager SCS 

Sasol Mining (Pty) Ltd 
Sasol Coal Supply 
Pnvate Bag X1015 Secunda 2302 South Afnca 
Telephone 127 (0) 17 614 5041 
Facsirnlle 127 (01 17 614 5256 
Moblle 127 (01 82 454 7772 

~drark vamyk@sasd mm wurw s a d  mm 
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NOTICE: Please note that this eMail, and the contents thereof, is subject to the - 
standard Sasol eMail disclaimer which may be found at: 
htt~:Nwww.sasol.comldisclaimer 

If you cannot access the disclaimer through the URL attached and you wish to 
receive a copy thereof please send an eMail to disclaimer@sasol.com 

This email was scanned and cleared by NetIQ MailMarshal. 



(Second cover letter - reminder) 

Fmm: Van Wyk, Schalk (SW3) [maiito:SchalkVanWyk@sasol.mm] 
Sent: 13 September 2004 02:47 PM 
To: Sichamba, David (South Witbank - XCSA) 
Subject: Budgeting Questionnaire 
Importance: Hgh 

Dear Mr Sichamba, 

I have noticed that you have not yet returned your completed 

questionnaire. I am attaching another copy hoping that you would take 15 

minutes of your valuable time to complete and return it to me. Please be 

so kind to return it on or before Thursday, 16 September 2004. Your 

opinion is valued greatly. 

Thank you for your cooperation in this valuable survey. 

Yours sincerely 

Schalk van Wyk 
Manager SCS 

Sasol Minina PtvJ Ltd . . 
semi  Coal sup& ' 

Pilvate Bag X1015 Secuoda 2302 South Afoca 
Telephone +27 (0) 17 674 5041 
Facsmle +27 (01 17 614 5256 
Mobile 127 101'82 454 7772 

NOTICE: Please note that this eMail, and the contents thereof, is subject to the 
standard Sasol eMail disclaimer which may be found at: 
http:Nwww.sasol.com/disclaimer 

If you cannot access the disclaimer through the URI, attached and you wish to 
receive a copy thereof please send an eMail to disclaimer@lsasol.com 

This email was scanned and cleared by NetIQ MailMarshal. 




